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The water came i·ushing into the hole and soon they we1·e up to their waists. Then the rascally
prospector leaned over and cried : "How about it now. Young- Wild West?
In five minutes it w il.l ~ 11 be over with you.''
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~oung Wild West and .the "Salted" Mine
J

-OR-

THE ,. DOUBLE GAME FOR A MILLION
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
A LITTLE SHOO'l'.ING TAKES PLACE.
1

"Come! ., .Whoop her up ih~re, you lop-sided jig~er'. Whoop
!1er up! UJVe every galoot m the house somethm' to drink.
l'm a man with more money than brains, I am. That don't
mean, t 110ugh, that I don't know nothin', 'cause I do. I know
a. gold nugget from a piece of quartz rock, an' <lon't vo u
forgit it! What is vo ur medicine, you tl1irstv Jot O'f a·n1·o
"
miles? Ther man what drinks with me drinks with a nip5quicher on wh~els . Whoop her up!"
As this string of words floated through the air there was a
1sh to the bar of the Blazer saloon in the mining tovm of
~~~~ ~~~:om, Montana, one fine morning in summer a few
Th~ speaker was a ~ypical miner of the "bad man" sort,
a.d it was moi·e than evident that he had been drinking
rn:re than was good fol' him.
'!'here was nothing really v.icious-looki.:ng about him, though
I<\ wore a belt that contamed a brace of revolvers and1 a big
lunting-knife.
He was one of the sort who say and do what they please,
aid, if it becomes necessary, pay the damage good-naturedly.
There was a jingl e of glasses and the nimble little man
b4i,ind the rough board counter soon had things ready for
·
the crowd to go ahead and "wet up."
. "Here she goes, you ring-tailed galoots !" roared the miner.
''I'm a stranger in town an' I want everybody to know me.
Say, that bottle don't belong up there, bartender. I'll jest
·
~c;,h 1t, do wn fur yer!~'
Oi:ack !
1:1 e pulled out a revolver and fired at the bottle almost
as soon as the words left his lips.
1'he bottle had been about half full of some kind of hqu~r
ancl the broken glass and contents flew in every direction .
''Look out, there!" said the little man behind the bar.
"1''un is fun, but don't go. to_ smashin' ~ny bottles. Bottles
are scarce around these diggm's, my fnend."
"Never mmd about that. I've got more money than brains,
as I jest said, an' I'll pay fur 'em. Loolt out! There goes
another one'"
·
Crack!
Another bottle went, sui·e enough, and 1.he little man
showed signs of being very uneasy.
"It ain't fair to do that," he protested. "Tain't that I 'm
afraid that I won't git paid fur iher damage;· it's because I
won't be able to git any more bottles very soon. Quit it, my
friend."
"QuiL iL, hey'? Why, ~·011 ring-taileu galoot! I reckon
)'ou don't kno\Y who I am. I am Sam Dango, ther worst
man Whal ever breathed! 1 was !lever known to quit until

I got good an' ready, an' I ain't nowheres near ready yet.
l'ye ~ot to break a ~ew more bottles first. Give ther thirsty
p1lg_nms another <l_nnk all a~·ound, an' hurry up about it, or·
I might take. a notion to shoot a lock of your hair off."
There were about eight men in the place, and thev h
·
·
f h
d t b
pene ·o e o t e sort who will stand almost anything in
order to ~et a free drink. They never worked when they
c.ould possibly get along without it, and it was .i·ust 'Jossible
'
l d b
D
ti t s
een keen enough to size them up when
ia . am ango la
he entered the saloon and made so free.
Not one of the n.1en offered to interfere; on the contrary,
~l~l~i~:.eiht~d to enJOY the rough play the bad man was inThe man in charge o.f the place was plainly much worried,
.
though there was no sign of fear on his face.
The fact was that he had told the truth when he said that
bottles were scarce in that section.
He wanted those he had to make a show behind the bar
an.d if the bad man kept on with his fun he would soon b~
cleaned out in that line.
"Take your pay out of that fur ther dan1age that's been
done so fur!" Sam Dango ·roared, tossing a twenty-dollaT
goldpiece on the bar. "I've got plenty of money, an' I don't
care how I spend it when I git started. Whoop her up you
'
'
hungry animiles!" ·
"There ain't quite enough to pa)r fur everything," oLserved the little man, holding the gold coin in his fingers.
"There ain't enough!" cried the bad man, putting on a
look that was meant to freeze the saloon man.
"No; this twenty dollars will jest pay fur ther two bottles
you broke."
"It will, he y? Well, I reckon I want jest about eight dollars change, an' I want it quick. Shell Gut, now! HUTry up,
yo u lop-sided galoot!"
Sam Dango now turned his revolver on the man behind the ·
bar and acted as though he was real mad.
'.'This ain't fair," cried the _little man. "I took yo u fur a
different man altogether, I did."
.
.
.
I ~rack!
. Ihe bad man fired and chpped a lock of hair from the
side of the bartender's head.
. The bullet passed just close en.ough Lo his scalp to sting
!um, and a howl went up from Jum.
"Now, I'll jest touch yer up on ther other side. Hold
still, or you may git ther bullet where yer don't wa.nt it.
-.,..'
I'm goin'--"
"Easy there, m y friend! Don't f ire that shooter again, or
you will get yourself in trouble!"
The voice came from the doorway of the saloon, and, tut·ning around, the bad man saw a .handsome young fellow of
twenty entering in a free and easy maimer.
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The loungers who had been drinking at the expense of
There was a pleasant . smile on the face of the newcomer
the bad man looked very much surprised when they saw this.
as he met the gaze of the bad man.
They had put Sam Dango down for a very dangerous cusOf medium height, perfectly form ed and attired in a neatfitting hunting suit of buckskin, the young fellow made a tomer, and to see him take water as easily as he had was
astonishing,
dashing appearance.
The fellow who had asked Young Wild West 4ow the bad
A wealth of chestnut hair hung over his shoulders and the
sombrero he wore was tipped back on his head in a jaunty man would get into trouble loosened the revolver that pr otruded from the holster that hung at his side.
·
fashio'.n.
The dashing young fellow with the long hair saw him
Sam Dango had lowered his revolver when he turned
around, and for the space of a second or two he stood there do it.
Step outside, my friend, and I'll show you how to r ~
with drooping jaw.
"It is bad form, my friend, to shoot the hlrir from a man's pepper-box of yours," he said.
\
"Wh-a-t!" stammered the fellow.
head," said the boy-for he could hardly be called anything
"I see that you are getting ready to shoot, so I \
more. "You just take my advice, now, and stop it. You'll
and show you how to do it."
get into trouble if you don't."
"I ain't gittin' ready to shoot."
"How'll he git into trouble?" spoke up one of the loungers,
"I
"Well, you was putting up a big bluff, then. Get 01
who thought· it advisable to say something just then to show
the bad man that he appreciated the drinks that had boen shootor, now! Bluffs don't go when we're around." 11
j The lounger turned a sickly green.
given him.
He was but a coward after all, and he thought h)
"I'm not talking to you, sir!" came the quick reply. "One
hour had come.
at a time, please."
"Get out your shooter and do just as I tell you, or
'"So yo'.u think I hadn't better shoot ther hair off ther head
,\
,
of th~r bai:tender, then, youngster?" queried Sam Dango, re- thing will happen that you won't like."
With a hand that trembled slightly the man pulled t~
.
co;;ermg his con:posure by a ~rea,~ effort.
.
Yes, th'.lt is JUSt what I thmk, was the answer m a cool volver from the holster.
"Aim at that corner over my head!" exclaimed Y
tone of voice.
1
"Well, s'posin' I shoot some of that hair off your head; Wild West.
"What fur?"
you've got altogether too much, anyway?"
"Do as I say! But cock the shooter first."
·
"Oh, you mustn't do that."
"All right!" said the fellow with a sigh of relief i1
"Mustn't do it, hey? Ha, ha, ha! I reckon you don't
know me. I'm Sam Dango, an' I'm a nipsquicher on wheels! saw that he was not o·oing to he compelled to fight. '"'·
'
"'
I cot~ld eat up half -a dozen like you fur breakfast every she is!"
(
to
going
I'm
trigger.
the
off
finger
your
keep
"Now
.
.
mornm'."
The bad. man now made a move to swmg !us revolver that pepper-box for you."
A deathly silence followed the words.
around so it would cover the. boy.
Then Young Wild West stepped around a couple of p
"D1:op that shooter, my fnend! This is the last calland raised his revolver. 1
.
.
drop it!"
Crack! Crack!
. Sam Dan~o gave ~ ga~p of astomshment1 for . he found
Two reports rang out so close together that they fai
lnmself l~oking straight mt? tl~e muzzle of a six-shooter
blended in one.
th~t was !n the young ~ello:v s nght hand.
"Thunder!" ejaculated Sam Dango. "I never seen an,
ihe si;ule had not qmte faded from thE'. ha?ds~me face of
the dashmg boy, but there was an expression m his eyes that thing like that afore! Young Wild West, you're som. eth,.
to be proud of, ·you are! I'm glad I've met you. I may
.
.
meant a whole lot. .
a nipsquicher on wheels but you're a dozen •miles ahead
Sam Dango let his shooter fall from lus hand-.
'
A sigh of relief escaped the lips of the little man behind me you bet 1"
·
the bar, while the loungers shrugged their shoulders and · '
looked rather uneasy.
They were not in the habit of seieng such coolness disCHAPTER IL
played, and to them it appeared rather strange.
. NRY STONE AND THE SCHOOLTEACHER ARRIVE.
HE
The dashing young fellow walked up and picked up the
fallen revolver.
entered
comers
new
He laid it on the bar just a~ two more
Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charl1j,
the place.
One of the latter was ·a man six feet tall, with long black the famous government scout, and Jim Dart had just aniv'f
the mining tovvn of Solid Bottom.
hair and a mustache of the same hue, and the other was a at They
had come the1·e for the purpose of examining sollje
b oy of a b out t l1e same age as t l1e young f e JI ow w h 0 h a d mining property for a man named Henry Stone, who w_ant~d
championed the cause .of the little man in charge of the to go in the mining business, but knew so little about it th~t
saloon.
/
They were attired in hunting suits and were equipped he had hired them to act as experts for him.
They had dismounted in front of the only hotel in the
with rifles, revolvers and hunting-knives.
"What's ther trouble, Wild?" asked the tall man, looking place and were just inquiring if Henry Stone was there,
at the bad man with an expression of disgust. "Some measly when the shots rang out from the saloon that was nearly
across the street.
coyote's been tiyin' to show off a little, I s'pose."
Young Wild West, true to his nature, started over to .~fa.!1.
"Yes, Charlie, this fellow was going a little too far, I
what it was all about, and he got there just in time to save
thought, so I told him to stop."
the bartender from being shot at the second time.
"An' he didn't want to, I reckon?"
He saw what was coming on the instant he stepped to the
"No, but I made him."
"Of course! If you couldn't make a feller stop when you door, and as he was ever ready to help a person In trouble,
he interfered.
told him to, no man livin' could. Ain't that right, Jim?"
He was knovvn nearly over the entire Wild West for his
"You can bet all you're worth that it's right!" retorted the
coolness and daring, but soi:nehow his fame had not reached
other boy.
"Say!" said Sam Dango, in a voice that trembled slightly. Solid Bottom.
But those in the saloon had Jean1ed about it now.
"Who in thunder are you fellers,, anyhow?"
The wonderful shooting he had done when he fired and
"Well, I'll tell you, stranger," answered the tall man.
"Ther young feller what jest ma.de you behave yourself an' ·hit the trigger of the revolver in the lounger's hand was
do as he said is Young Wild West, ther Prince of ther Saddle enough to convince them that the boy was no ordinary young
an' Champion Deadshot- of ther West. This other young fellow, not by any means.
Instead of being crestfallen and angered at the way he
feller is Jim Dart, a particular friend of his, an' I'm Cheyenne
Charlie, another particular friend. Now, I reckon that you h"ad been used, the bad man who called himself Sam Dango
showed signs of being delighted.
know who we are."
He wanted to shake hands with Youp.g Wild West and his
"I reckon I do. Come on an' have somethin'. Bartender,
jest put out ther drinks, an' keep t~r change fur what you partners, and they let him do it.
"I'm putty innocent, after all," he said, with a grin. "I do
·
4'
said was cornin' to you." ·
Sam Dango· placed another twenty-dolla1· g·oldpiece on the git on my high horse sometimes, but that's only when I find
people who'll let me. I ain't what yer kin cal! a coward,
counter and nodded pleasantly to the little man behind it.
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must be a regular hurricane,
though fur if it's a case of fight when I'm in ther right I'll jest afore you fellers got here
jest sh~w 'em that I'm a nipsquicher , an' don't you forg-it it!" by his looks."
"Oh! he is one of the most hannless fellows that ever
"You are like a good many fellows I have run across .in
anybody-n ot if they turned on him,
my travels," retorted Young Wild West, smiling at the man's lived. He wouldn't hurt
frankn ess. "Now, I guess your friends are satisfied to let anyway hard." rumble of wheels was heard and the next1
Just then the
it go as it is, so I will smoke with you, and then go on over
moment an old-fasllion ed stagecoach came in sight.
to the hotel, where I promised to meet a man."
It was drawn by four jaded horses and appeared to be
"Them ain't no friends of mine," said Sam Dango, nodding
with passengers and baggage.
at the loungers. "I was jest treatin' 'em, 'cause I knowed pretty well lo:!ded up
in .front of the hotel and gave an extra/
The driver drew
they was thirsty, that's all."
"We're everybody's friends, we are," spoke up the man flourish of his whip. un' gents!" he called out to those in- 1
"Here we are, ladies
who had held the revo lver for Wild to shoot at.
Bottom!"
"That's right," spoke up the little inan behind the bar. side. "All out furto Solid
alight. from the rather dilapidated vehi-I
One of the first
"You're ther friends of any one as will treat yer. But don't
who was attired in an ordiany of yer come atound here agin with your tongue hangin' cle was a man of perhaps thirty,
suit.
business
city
.nary
back
went
You
it.
git
won't
out fur a drink. If you do you
He looked just a little out of place among the roughlyon me a little while ago, an' I ain't likely to forgit it very
who had gathered about the front of the hotel
soon. When this man was goin' to shoot all ther bottles I dressed men
arrival of the stagecoach , but he seemed to be,
had behind t her bar you stood there an' grinned. You're a to witness the
pretty cool, for all that.
lot of lazy loafer.'>, anyhow!"
"A tenderfoot, " s;i.id the hotelkeeper .
"You wouldn't say that if it wasn't that you had some one
But a moment later, when a young girl of twenty stepped
here to take your part ," spoke up one of-the men.
Denver Belle, he took a long
" Oh, I guess I would! I never was afraid of you, nor any out, attired in the style of a
breath.
of ther rest of you."
She was· a rather pretty girl, too, but did not appear to be'
"You are a rathe1· small man," said Wild, looking at the
a stranger.
saloonkeep er, "but I have an idea that you can thrash that so greatly embarrasse d for
The other passengers were plainly ordinary Westernersfellow. Can you do it? "
Bottom or some place similar/
"Yes, any one of 'em," was the quick retort. "Ther trou- men who either lived at Solid
it.
to
he
if
feller
a
on
pile
will
'em
ble is that ther whole lot of
Their colored flannel shirts and broad-brim med hats told1
goes to lick one of 'em."
wore, with the butts of revolvers
"Well, jest step out an' give it to that fellow," s'poke up that, and the belts they
them, gave them the finishing touch.
Cheye1me Charlie. "It'll do him a lot of good, I know. No protruding from proprietor,
sir?" the t enderfoot asked, ap"Are you the
one will interfere, unless one of you hollers enough."
only man who did not have a hat on his head.
The little man promptly stepped from behind the counter. proaching the the
right party and received a reply in the
He struck
"Come on, you ungrateful loafer!" he exclaimed. "I may
affirmative.
be little, but you'll find me plenty big enough for you!"
"Well, sir, this young lady is the new school teacher, sol
"The first man who pulls a shooter or knife will go unshe has informed me. She has come to Solid Bottom to teach
der!" cautioned Young Wild West.
The lounger, who must have weighed eighty pounds more the young idea to shoot. She--"
"What's that?" cried the landlord. "A gal with store
than the little man, stepped forward to meet him.
a pile of money, come out here tol
Then it was that the saloon man showed a verv neat trick. clothes as must have tocost
hey? Well, she don't look as
shoot,
how
one
some
learn
and
head
lowered
with
shot
a
like
forward
darted
He
between a hmzzle-loa din'
difference
ther
knows
she
though
stomach.
the
of
pit
the
in
man
caught his
need any one to learn us
don't
we
An'
crowbar.
a
an'
rifle
down.
went
man
big
the
grunt
a
With
too many :what knows that!
Then the little man lit on top of him like a fly and began how to shoot, either. There's
now."
pummeling his face with both fists.
"Excuse me," spoke up the young woman. "You misunderWith the breath knocked out of his body, the lounger could
stood the gentleman, I think. I am Aggie Nonis, the teachnot do anything- not defend himself, even.
charge of the new school
But as soon as he found his voice he yelled out that he er who has been engaged to take
here."
h ad enough.
"Oh!" and the landlord shook his head doubtingly. "What
Young Wild West and his partners laughed heartily.
trustees drink afore they got crazy
The saloonkeep er had showed that he knew a thing or in thunder did ther
enough to hire a gal, I wonder? They oughter hired a man
two about rough-and- tumble fighting.
with a Gatlin' gun to make some of ther boys we've got out
"What is your name?" out hero asked him.
here mind. I feel sony fur yer, miss. "
"J oe Seehoff," was the reply.
"Oh! I think I shall be quite able to manage the scholars, "
"You are the owner of this place, I suppose?"
"But what I want to know is whether I can
"Yes, an' I try to run it respectable , sir. A saloon is a she answered. tions
here until the trustees find a place for
µecessity where there's miners, you know, an' that's why I'm get accommoda
me?"
business."
in t her
"That's what's ther matter, Dave Jenks," spoke up one of
"I see."
other passengers , stepping up. "Miss Norris is hungry,
the
gave
he
which
after
hands,
all
for
cigars
bought
then
Wild
wants somethin' to eat. We're all hungry, ain't we,
she
an'
of
out
way
the
led
then
and
advice
of
piece
a
.rfi:mngers
·
boy?"
the place.
"Yes," came from the rest of the passengers .
"I'll see you fellers later," said Sam Dango. "I'm waitin'
"Us three is ther trustees of ther new school, as you know,
around
come
don't
he
if
an'
to meet solt1e one, like you,
Jenks. We got acquainted with this here gent on ther
Dave
might
it
mebbe
fur
hotel,
putty soon I'll come over to ther
here, an' we asked him if he wouldn't introduce ther
over
way
be there that he'll land wTrnn he comes."
was gittin' along at doin' it all r ight when /ou
He
teacher.
"All right," answered Wild.
him. Now, never mind about what kin of
Our three friends walked leisurely across the stteet, the had to go an' stop ou~hter
hired, but git us somethin' to eat
we
teacher
school
going
was
what
see
to
few men that had gathered outside
kin.'
you
as
quick
as
on following them.
"All right! Come right this way," and the landlord got a
In front of the hotel the horses of Wild and his partners
move ori him that was quite surprising.
stood.
1
moment that the tenderfoot happened
'l'hey were very fine looking animals, our hero s being a · It was just at this
to look over where Young Wild West and his partners were
full-blo oded Sonel stallion ·which he called Spitfire.
A fortune could not have purchased that particular horse, standing.
He hesitated for a moment and then stepped over to our
for not only was our young hero deeply attached to him, but
he was the fastest artd most intelligent of his kind to be hero.
";Excuse me, sir, but it strikes me that you are Young Wild
feund in the Wild West.
.
"What was they doin' over there, makin' things rough West. "
"That is just w)lo I happen to be," was the reply.
fur Little J oe?" asked the hotelkeeper , as our friends stepped
. "Ah! I thought so. Well, I am Henry Stone."
upon the narrow stoop.
Wild, putting
"That is just what I thought!" exclaimed
•Yes, but we soon called them off," replied our hero.
1
"That feller what went in there an' started things a-goin' out his hand.
1

I
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of Wild and his partners , and then they turned
"And these arC' vou 1· l1\·o friends ~·ou wrote about. 1 sup- the horses
their gaze to the bench on which they sat.
·
pose•"
as he
"How are you, friends? " said the taller of the three,guess."
· "Yes, allow me to introduc e them. Chevenn e Charlie and
himself to the ground . "Going to be a hot day, I
Jim Dari., this is Mr. Henry Stone, the gentlema n we agreed swung
"l shouldn' t be surprised if it did get pretty hot before
10 meet here in Sol id Bottom."
Young Wild West answered .
·'(;]ad to mt>et yo u 1" an<l ihe two shook hands with him. night,"
"It feels that way. You seem to be stranger s around here.
"H::ive ~· ou had hreakfas t, gentleme n'?'' inquired Henry When
did you anive?"
Stone.
"About half a11 hour ago."
"Oh, we had ihat over two hours ago," repl~ed Young Wild
"That's so? Where did you come from, if T ain't too inriuisiWest. "We camped about two miles fr.om the town last nightt tive
?"
breakfas
had
We
it.
to
near
so
were
we
knowing
without
"Weston ," replied Wild, resolving to humor the man.
about half an hour after daylight this morning and then
, hey? Weston in the Black Hills? "
started along the trail again. We were a little surprised to . "Weston
"Yes."
on."
destinati
our
to
near
so
stopped
had
we
find that
"That's quite a place, l understand. J never \\'as there.
" \,\/ell, l haven't had anything to eat since last night, so though."
think."
I
t,
breakfas
have
an<l
in
1 will go
"'Where do you hail from?"
"Ce1iain ly! And take your time about it. We are in your
Cheyenn e is my home, but I've been up here around
"Well,
you
as
long
as
wait
to
us
tell
can
.vou
so
know,
C'mploy, you
for the past three weeks. l haven't been idle,
Bottom
Solid
n
sec fit.
you. I come up here to do a little prospect ing,
tell
can
1
either,
West
Wild
Young
but
true,
is
that
employ,
my
in
"You are
idea of the property I was'goin g to prospect
some
had
I
but
sent
I
when
way
that
it
d
expresse
1
know.
you
is ihe boss,
on before I come. I don't mind telling you that I have sti·uck
you the draft to pay you in advance to come here."
rich. "
it
Go
that.
at
go
it
let
will
"We
Wild.
laughed
"All right,"
"I am glad of that," retorted our hero, making up his mind
and get your breakfas t and see to it that the school marm that
the man was a big blower, and wonderi ng at the Rame
i ~ treate<l right.,"
why he was giving out so much talk.
time
hero
our
then
and
remark,
this
at
hed
<
!'
The young man blu
other two had dismoun ted by this time, anrt they came
The
more
war.
ow11er
mine
would-be
tl1e
that
made up h is mjnd
sat down near our frie11ds.
and
up
Norris.
Aggie
Miss
in
d
th:m fl little intereste
tried to make themselv es very agreeabl e, an<l Wild
They
was
that
bench
long
a
on
seats
took
Wild and his pa1-tners
two partners let them do RO.
his
and
town
mining
the
in
taking
began
and
in ft'ont· of the place
tryi11g to learn what purpoRe the three prospec.were
They
point.
that
from
it
see
as l'ar as they could
view.
in
had
tors
and
place,
a
of
sort
lively
pretty
They round that it was a
"My name is Sam Ford," resumed the prospect or, "and these
the tall chimney that reared itsel.f about a mile off indicated fellows are my assistant s, Odlum and Gunn by name."
there.
lhat there was a smelter
"Well, I am Young Wild West, and these are my partners .
"1 reckon things gits sorter lively here after workin' hours," Cheyenn e Charlie and Jim Dart," answere d Wild.
I've
that
gin-mills
four
"There's
remarke d Cheyen11e Charlie.
The men gave a start.
'em
counted; besides this one, an' two of 'em has got signs onThis
''So you are Young Wild West, eh?" he observed , looking
there.
played
g-ame
leadin'
ther
is
that tells that faro
them with 110 little interest. "Well, J have heard of you ancl
at
is
it
reckon
l
but
Bottom,
Soli<l
to
is ther first time I've been
partners , as well. Up here on hu s inesR, .I suppose ?"
your
all right."
we came here on business."
ie,"
"Yes,
Charl
that,
on
right
ai·e
you
if
"l shouldn' t be sul'prised
ted i11 the mines here'? "
few
"Interes
very
are
there
though,
thing,
answered Jim Dart. "One
yet."
not
"No,
and
street
the
across
saw
we
idle .men han!fing about. Those
"Ah! you think of being, then?"
the few hangmg around here are all I have seen."
"That depends. We own several mines in differen t parts
"Well, it is a good sign when you see few idlers in a of the West. We are making rea<ly to stake out a claim, 01·
place," said Wild. "Ah! here comes Sam Da11go, the nip- buy one, if we think there is anything in it."
squirher on wheels. He's been swallowi ng a lot of poiso11
"That's the right way to be. That's just the way I am.
si nce we left him over there, l guess. for he is walking very Well, gentleme n, I am very glad we have met. The chancei<
unsteady ."
are that we will see more of each other, for you probably will
stay here a few days at the least."
"Oh, yes! We are not going to be in a hmT)' to leave Solid
CHAPTE R IIT.
·
Bottom," Wild retorted.
Just then Sam Da11go came reel'ing out of the ba1·-1·oom.
BO'l'H THE PR08PT•:CTOR AND THR C'APT'l'AJ.l8T 8HOW llP.
· "Whoop her up!" he cried. "Whoop her up. Let's all have
drink. l ' m a man with more money than brains, I am.
a
he
af.
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Sam
out
called
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dy's welcome to drink or smoke with me. I'm a 11ipEverybo
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the
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Bottom,
Solid
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ycr think
1 guess, Sam," said Ford, stepping up to the
ting,
"Celebra
J reckon."
and putting out his hand.
man
bad
die
to
nice
be
woul<l
that
place
the
seen
yet
never
"l have
·'Great wildcats !" exclaime d Dango. "If it ain't Sam Ford.
in," retorted Wild. "l guess you prefer to live than to die I'm a livin' pictur! We're ther two Sams, boys, an' there nin~
here . too."
two closel' friends on earth!"
"You're right I do. I'm a nipsquic her on wheels, an' don't any
was never a truer word spoke than that," declared
"There
anything
git
kin
I
when
water
take
never
l
it!
you forgit
or, turning to our friends. "Sam and I have been
prospect
the
up."
wet
We'll
in!
Come
.
stronger
for the past seven years. I sent wor<l to him
brothers
like
now."
just
"No, thank you. We don't care for anything
in Cheyenn e to meet me here, and here he is. Bu~ 1
down
May."
in
"Well, you're as welcome as ther flowers
am sorry to see him so much under the influence of rusty
"I believe that. But I, for one, never drink anything strong, nails and vinegar. Haven't shot anyone since you've been
don't
one
when
bar
a
and there is no need to standing up to
here, have you, Sam?"
drink."
"Well, no," and the bad man looked at Wild with a comical
be
I'd
drink.
"Gee ! You're right on that. I wish I didn't
"I come mighty near it, though , didn't I, Young Wild
grin.
as
money
my
worth about a million now, I reckon. I've spent
West?"
I
if
Montana
in
fast as I've made it. I wouldn't be up here
"Well, you did come rather close to the little man who
to
hadn't met a feller what staked me putty high. I'm goin'two
the saloon across the street," our hero answere d. "I
runs
ther
meet him either to-day or to-morre1·, an' between I'11 jest guess you are just as well satisfied , though."
Then
says.
he
of us we're goin' to make a million, so
"You kin bet your 1ife I am! Come on in an' ·have one of
make things hum, see ii I don't!"
good Savanna h see-gars they've got in here. They cost
ther
drinks
the
where
The talkative fellow went on in the room
apiece, Qut money'~ no object to me. Come on in,
at
dollar
a
singing
him
were sold, and a minute or so later they heard
Young Wild West?"
you,
won't
the top of his voice.
"Well, I will, since you insist on it so hard."
While the singing was taking place three horseme n rode up.
They all went inside and the cigars were put out.
That they were prospecto1·s or miners our friends could
Dango really acted as though he bad more money
Sam
see at the first glance.
for he s,p ent it regardle ss.
brains,
at
than
look
good
a
Before the stranger s dismoun ted they took
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that yqu generally went around looking for arlvPnture, I
Whe~1 .h e had lighted hi s cigars h<' goi. up close t o Wild 'felt
that you would come."
and ~ aid:
"Well, to tell you the truth , that was ihf' main point that
"Ford is th er man I was expectin ' to meet. Me ar:' him
a judge of mining
expect to m ake a hig lot o:f mon ey afol'e we lenve thi s town. induced me to come. l rlon't call myself
property, but l will say that I have judgerl a wl1ole lot of il,
1"'1rd has struck it ri ch . you lrno-.v. "
und l have never yet made one mistake. I suppose that is a
•' So he said a f ew minutes ago ," om· hero replied .
What 1 don't know about th e
"He's got a buyer for hi s claim, so he sent word to me. pretty goo<l r ecommendati on. Charlie
and .lim do know."
'!'hat is, he wants to s<'ll a half interest in it, 01· somethin ' bu siness is macie up by whatlet you judge
for me, and what
"I am perfectly willing· io
like t hat, an' put up a big sme ltii:' plant on th e property .
is no rubbing that out.
It'll cost a milli on t o rlo it, an ' Ford's th er one what'll git you decide goes with me. There
· But I itm real anxious to locate here and get that smelting
'
ther million ."
this place first rate. I
"Say, Sam , ju st come over here. I want to talk to you works started. I think I shall like school
here."
am pleased to hear that they have a
in private, " called out the prospector.
1
"An' most. likely you're pleased to know that they've got
Wild knew why he called hjm,
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
He ha<l noticeci that th e intoxi cated f ellow was saving too a good-lookm' schoolmarm,"
who was always bound to say what came in his head.
·
much.
the scout
H e took hlm a sid e a nd t alked to him earn estly fol' about . Sto~~ turned very red ai1d Wild and Jim joinPrl
in sm1hng.
·
ten minutes.
But he good-natured ly retorted:
Then Sam Dango became woncierfullv still.
"Never mind about that. I am an old bachelor, and the
Wild treated the crowd and then we nt out on th e stoop
·
chances are that I always will be."
·
again .
"You can't tell about that. I've seen fellers a good deal
In a littl e while Henry Stone came out.
it in their
He askeci our friend s to go into a private room with him older than you are lose their hearts, as they call
love stories."
a nd have a talk.
But the scout knew when to change the subject, and he
The y, of course, obliged him.
.
so.
did
rethe
make
lo
After he had told them how he had come
"You oughter have a horse, Mr. Stone," he observPd.
qu est fo1.· Y. oung Wild West and hi s partner s to come and "You'll
It will be too
know.
you
around,
ride
to
one
need
f
t
of a walk to g-o around lookin' at ther rlaims t.h:it's1
a.c a s minrn~ exp.erts or him he gave them a little info1111a- much
t'ur sale."
t1on concerning him self.
1
left m e a
"l am a very rich man ," he said. "My fath er
" 'hat is so. 1 wonder if I can buy a horse here in town?"
C;ilifornia
in
siness
bu
mining
e
th
in
fo rtune, which he ,made
"Oh, most likely you kin."
R
"Well, the sooner I get one the better it will suit me,
ecently I got it in my h eacl :.o go in the
several years ago.
,
mining busin_ess myself, and I have option s on several pieces then."
of land in this section and other places. I formed a syndiup to the proprietor, and, callin2 him aside
got
Charlie
in
het·e
right
cate a few week s ago , and if things work all
Solid Bottom a million dollars will be s pent right here. We hotel.
He walked up to the prop1·iPtor, and , calling him aside,
will put up th e biggest smelting . plant · in thi s !}art of the
«ou ntry, and a thousanci men will be employed . A prospector said:
"We've got a man inside who wants to buy a good ho1·se.
nam ed Samu el f<'ord is to m eet me here and show m e some
Kin you tell us where he kin git it?''ve r y valuabl e mining proper ty, of which he is t he agent."
"l reckon l kin," was the reply. "Lige Butterfield has
?"
"F d d'ci
g·ot horses for sale. He lives down in that whitewashed
sed.
or , i you say. a s1ced Wild, not a littl e surpri
.
"Yes, Samu el For d, of Cheyenne."
Charlie and Jim looked at our hero and winked knowinglv. shanty jest the1· other side of the new schoolhouse."
"Good enough!" exclaimed Charlie, •and then he went bark
" Wh~·. thn t man is h er e in the holel at thi s minutP i"
reported.
and
Wild.
eci
C'xclaim
"Let u s go and buy the horse right away," said Stone,
"You don't sav !" cri ed Ston e, looking rlelighted. "1 mu . t
who was now more than anxious to get one, since he had
sr>e him at once.;'
it in his head.
~ot
him."
sePing
ahout
ny
hu
a
in
" Hold on! Oon't he
They went over to the place the landlord reCerred to and
"v\lh v not ? "
capitalist got just what he wanted.
"Weil, l have r ea son t o believe that he is not as strai ght the wPalthy young
Then they rode back to the hotel anrl were just in time to
as he migh t bP."
see Sam Ford come out on the i:;toop.
" You h a ve? "
" Yes, I onl y m e'i him som ething- like half an hour ago, \
hui from wh at J sa w ancl hC'ar d of him l think he i. a 1·:.iscal. '
"Young Wil<l WPst, do you mea n t hal ?"
CHAP'l'ER IV.
Henl'y Stone looke<l at our he l'O with an Px press ion that
wm; not hing if not increciulou i-;.
THF! ~fl:\'F! JS " SAT.TED" A~D THF! DOUB1£ GAME BEGINS.
" Yes, f mean i~. You pn ici m e a g ood sum of mon ey to
for
mine
a
examine
and
s
er
partn
my
with
r~
e
h
out
e
com
"There is the man who wants to sell you the valuable'
you . . .1 ow, 1 ~,· ant you to li st en to Tr) e, l am in your employ,
nroperty," said Wild. "He is waiting for us." ·
mining
1
vou
on
ed
wol'k
being
P
am
g
a
of
krnd
an:v
is
an<l Ji there
t•so that is the man you think can't be trnstep, ls it?"
·
want to save you if l can."
r etorted Henry Stone, as if he had thought it was possible
"Very well, you shall have your own wa y in th e ma tt er ." that Wild had been referring to a different man from the,
"Well , look out ho w you deal with Samu el Ford, then. one he had arranged matters with in regard to the mine.
Don't sign a paper, not by any m ean s, until you know just
"Yes, that is Sam Ford , the prospector. He seems to be
what yo u are sig ning. Ther e is some pl ot in th e wind, and waiting for us."
l know it. l have h earci just enough to make me ce1·tain
As they halted und~r the big tree that stood in front of;
pf it."
building Aggie Norris, the schoolteacher , came out.
the
"Well, well!" and the would-be mine owner whi stled and
Saro Dango, who was sitting down near the door of the
looked more surpri sed tha n ever.
he promptly,
"When you have a talk with Forrl just t ell him that you har-room, saw. the girl for the first time, and
brought me here to make an examination of the mine he staggered to his feet.
"Thunderatio n!" he ejaculated. "What a fine-lookin' gnl
wants to sell you. Tell him that it de pends upon what I
J see. Who is she, Sam ? "
ay as to whether you buy or not. Will you do that?"
"Shut up, you drunken fool!" retorted Ford. "Don't you
"Yes, if you say so."
I beg par"Well , I do say so. I want to find out what game is being know any better than to insult the young lady? He
is under
don, miss, but you will please excuse the fellow.
worked, if there is one-and I am satisfi erl that there is."
the influence of drink, and evidently don't know what he is
"All right, Mr. West."
"lf you call me Wild I will like it better. I am only a boy, doing."
He walked straight up to the young lady as he said this
you see, and you are a rich capitalist."
. "Yes," and the man laughed. " l guess you are pretty and stood bowing and smiling before her.
"Sir!" she exclaimed, looking at him rather angrily, for1
nch, too, from what I have h eard. I learned all about you
apology
before I wrote to you. I wasn't sure that you would bother he was certainly overdoing tbe matter. "I tltiDk au.
with the business I w:mted you to do, but when I learned from you is hardly necessary."
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"Oh! you don't? Well, pel'haps I have made a mistake
in trying to protect you."
"You certainly have, sir. I need no one to protect me
when I am on the stoop of a reliable hotel, as I am told this
one is. You need not trouble yourself at all."
At this juncture Henry Stone stepped up.
"Mr. Ford," said he, "I will introduce you to the young
lady. Miss Norris, Mr. Ford."
The girl bowed stiffly, but din not accept the hand the
prospector put out.
"I am glad to meet you, Mr. Stone," said Ford, turning to
the young capitalist. "I hardly expected you would .get here
so soon, though."
"I was very anxious to get here as soon as possible1 I assure you," was the :vejoinder. "I will see you in a few minutes if it pleases you."
·
"Certainly. At your leisure, Mr. Stone."
Then the prospector bowed and walked away.
He could not help noticing the twinkle in the eyes of
Cheyenne Charlie, and he became so exasperated that he
could not refrain from saying something.
"What is the matter, my friend?" he asked.
"There ain't anything ther matter that I know of," replied
the scout. "Can't I smile when I feel like it?"
"Certainly, so long as you don't smile at the wrong person."
·
"Are you a wrong person?" queried Charlie, bristling up
just a little.
"Am I a wrong person? What do you mean by that, you
insulting--"
·
"Hold on!" interrupted the scout, reaching over and catching him by the collar of his shirt. "I reckon if there's anyone insultin' here, it's you. Just cool down, no>~, or I'll shake
ther daylights out of you!"
"Don't fight, gentlemen, please!" spoke up the schoolteacher. "I am real sorry that I was the cause of this."
"There isn't going to be any fight, Miss--"
"Miss ..Norris," added Stone. This is Young Wild West,
Miss Noi:ris. He is th-e g-reatest deadshot in the whole West
and an expe1t at mining."
But there was no time for them to talk just then.
Cheyenne Charlie and the prospector were engaged in a
scuffle now, and their forms were swaying about on the narrow stoop like a couple of trees bending under the force of
a gale.
Sam Ford was certainly a very powerful man, and he
knew considerable of wrestling and the art of self-defense.
But Cheyenne Charlie was his master, for all that.
The two had clinched and steadily the scout was forcing
Ford back to the side of the building.
A crowd gathered as quick as a flash almost.
Seeing that their boss was getting the worst of it, the two
men called Odium and Gunn went to his assistance.
They took hold of Charlie and tried to pull him away
from Ford.
It was just then that Wild sprang to the scene.
"Hands off!" he shouted. . "They are evenly matched.
Let them alone."
"You shet up!" retorted Odium, and then he made a pass
at our hero.
That was sufficient to start Wild going.
•
With a quick movement he caught the fellow and threw
him over his hip.
Then, with his knee for a fulcrum, he gave him a twist and
'Sent him heels over head off the stoop.
Jim Dart had buckled with the other fellow by this time,
and he was not long in putting him on his back . on the
ground.
"Whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie. "Here goes ther
measly coyote!"
He had broken Ford's hold, and with a mighty effort he
flung him headlong from the stoop.
The prospector landed on all fours, and was so dazed that
he could not get upon his feet for the space of a few seconds.
When he did recover he seized his revolver and drew it
from the holster.
"Easy, Sam!" cautioned Sam Dango, who had sobered up
wonderfully since the scuffle began. "Don't go to shootin'!
If you do you'll git ther worst of it. Young Wild West
I.mows how to handle a shooter with you."
"I will have no quan-el with Young Wild West," was the
reply. "The tall man is the one who attacked me. I am
after him."
"All right, Mr. Ford!" exclaimed Charlie. "You kin have

me right away. But jest drop that shooter, or you'll be a
dead man afore you kin count three!"
The scout was terribly in earnest now.
.
He had worked. himself right into fighting trim, and if
·the prospector failed to obey him in quick order it was a
sure case that he would die with his boots on.
But Ford, though very much enraged, had sense enough
to see that his opponent had got the drop on him.
He let go of his revolver and it struck the ground and lay
at his feet.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, "I hope you will call
this off. It all started from a very foolish thing, and I
think it is all urtcalled for to get into a fight. Charlie, if
you made fun oj Ford you should apologize."
"I never made no fun of him; I jest grinned a little when
I seen ther gal snub him. That's all· I done."
"That is all he did," spoke up the prospector. "I shouldn't
have noticed it. An apology is not necessary."
"All right," exclaimed the scout. "If you are satisfied to
call it square, I am."
"I am satisfied."
"Then we'll drop it."
"Good!"
The two men who had been so roughly handled by Wild
and Jim had nothing to say.
It was more than evident that what the prospector said
went with them.
Ford walked over to Sam Dango and told him to get his
horse, which was standing in front of the saloon across the
street.
"We 'will rirle over to the camp," he said. "Come on!
·we've got a brand-new shanty over there, and you can find
r: good bed there to sleep off your drunk in." "! s'pose I'll have to go," said the bad man. "You're
ther boss."
A couple of minutes later they rode off without saying
~nything to our friends. ·
The mine that Sam Ford wished to sell to Henry Stone
for such a high price was not more than a mile from the
hotel.
It was a rather uneven and rocky country, and here and
there timber grew in bunches.
.
The four men rode along the roa.d in silence until a
brand-new shanty came in sight.
Then Ford said:
"There's our shanty, Sam."
"It looks all right," was the reply. "I reckon I'i1 take a
sleep, as you said."
"Of course. But you must not sleep too long. You know
w~at you were hired for.
You are an expert at salting
:nmes, az.id you have got to fix this one very fine, I'm thinkmg, for 1t looks to me as though Young Wild West is going
to er:amine things."
.
"Im sorry that he is, fur I don't like to deceive that young
feller," answerecl the bad man. "He give me quite an overhaulin' in ther saloon this mornin', but somehow I like him
all ther better fur it."
"You're a fool, Sam!"
•
"Well, mebbe I am. But don't think I ain't goin' to salt
ther mine, all right! I'll fix it so Young Wild West, nor any
man livin' won't know but what it is genuine. Saltin' a mine to
catch a sucker ain't <loin' anything wrong , I reckon. It's -"'
jest a simple way of makin' money. That's ther way ther
big fellers in the cities get rich. They deceive people, which
is ther same thing."
"Right you are, namesake."
"We'l'e the two Sam's, all right. You're Sam, ther schemer,
an' I'm Sam, ther mine salter. I've been putty successful in
my particular line an' so have you, I reckon. We're both
bound to be rich, no matter how much money wo spend.
That's ther way I look at it."
"That's a good way to look at it," spoke up the man Wild
had flung off the ~toop . "I wonder how it is that this feller
you call Young Wild West knows ther feller you're tryin' to
rope in, boss?"
"That is more than I can say," replied the prospector. "It
may be that Stone had hired him and his partners to come
here. I have heard all about Young Wild West and Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart. They are dandies when it comes to
a game of fight. I k;new that when I got into the row, but I
did not feel like taking water, so I went in to do my best. I
am real son:y the row happened, for it might set back the
game we are worKing."
"You've got to be nice to 'em, that's all," said Dango. "I'll
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help you run this thing through in fine shape, I will. But
·
there's one thing 1 won't do."
"What is that?" asked Ford'.
"I won't help to do any bodily harm to any of 'em."
"Pshaw! You shouldn't be that way, namesake. Suppose
it is necessary that Young Wild West should dio in order
for us to work the game through, dCl you mean to say that
you wouldn't help to bring it about?"
"That's ther way 1 feel about it now, Sam."
"That has always been a drawback to you ever since I
knew you. You are too chicken-hearted."
"No, it ain't that. I like to deceive an' skin folks all I kin
- I would cheat my brother in a deal if I could-but I don't
believe in stealin' out an' out an' killin'."
"Well, it may be that you will have to drop that notion
before we get through here in Solid Bottom."
"It might be that I will, but J don't think so."
The four had reached the shanty, and they dismounted
and went inside.
The prospector had certainly fitted up the shanty in a
comfortable manner.
There were more articles of furniture in the place than
are usually found in a shanty of the mines.
"I thought this would strike the eye of Sterne," said the
prospector, smiling. "He is not used to roughing it much, I
guess.''
"This ought to strike anybOdy's eye," remarked the bad
man. "Sam, I reckon I'm sober enough to git at ther business
right away. It might be that Stone will come down here
to-day.''
"That's so. Well, if you are all right, here is a thousand
dollars' worth of nuggets and dust. Now, we'll take a walk
around and find the best place to put it. That is your part
of it; I shan't have a word to say about it. You know all
about mines, and I don't.''
Ford produced two bags and weighed them in his hands.
As they started to go out he turned and said to one of
his men:
"Odium, you stay here and take care of the shanty.''
"All right,'' was the reply.
"Shall I go with you. Boss?,, spoke up Gunn.
"I want you to go down the· road a ways and watch for
anyone who might be coming. It would not do to hava someone come along and catch us at this business. It would
spoil everything.''
"I'll let yer know ther minute I see anyone comin'," said
Gunn.
Then the prospector and Sam Dango started to have a
look over the property.
It was not long before the bad man, who claimed to be a
professional "salter,'' found what he considered to be the
right spot.
A shaft had been sunk to the depth of about fifteen feet,
and it was right at the foot of a cliff.
It was more of a hole than anything else, and it had been
dug as large as it could be without the aid of blasting powder.
There was a rock at the bottom and all around it, and here
and there a crevice could be seen.
"I reckon this is what you call your mine, ain't it?" observ-ed Dango, with a grin.
"Yes," was the reply.
"How much have you taken out of it?"
"Not an ounce!"
"Well, here's a good place to plant it, then."
"I supposed you would choose this place for it. I would
have done so myself."
"Let me see," said the half-intoxicated man, as he took a
good -look about the hole. "There's a crevice what runs
straight in fur about a foot an' then turns to ther left. I'll
bet on that! Now ther thing is to git ther gold dust in there
so it will look natural-like when ther rock is blasted. That's
something hard to do, Sam.''
"l know that, namesake.''
"J've got to have a big stone chisel an' a hammer."
"They arc in the shanty; I'll go and get them.''
"All right. You'd better hurry a little, 'cause this job is
ioin' to take a long time. I might not git it done afore dark.''
The tools were soon brought, and then it was that the bad
man showed that he really knew something in the line of
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worked with the skill of a pro1essional stone-cutter, and soon
had a piece chipped out as big as a brick.
"There!" he exclaimed, pointing back into the opening he
ha<;! made. "I knowed ther crack was wider there. Now, jest
hand over ther stuff and I'll soon have it in jest as . though
it growed there."
"It looks like a shame to put this stuff back into the
ground, but it has g'ot to be done.'' observed the prospector,
a:: he handed the bag to Dango.
"Yes, it has got to be done. But I reckon yon've got
enough to last us till some kind of deal is made, ain't you?"
"I've got a little yet.'' was the evasive rejoinder.
"Well, here goes!" and he began stuffing the dust and nuggets in the crack.
"I have heard that gold-dust is sometimes shot into a
crack," remarked Ford, ar. he watched his confederate.
"That's a good way, so long as ther fellei· you're tryin' to
catch ain't got good eyesight. Ther powder-marks generally
.
show. " '
"'
"Oh!"
be nothin' to show when I git through here."
won't
"There
"How are you going to get the piece of rock back so it
won't be seen that it has been tampered with? "
"You jest wait, an' you'll sec how easy it is. I've got some
stuff m my pocket which. when mixed with water an' a little
stone dust, makes a break ln a rock stronger than ther rock
'
itself. Oh! I know my business all right, Sam."
"I guess you do, namesake."
The bad man worked away, and soon had about two-thirds
of the gold jammed into the opening in the rock.
Then he mixed the cement he had spoken of and spread it
carefully along the edges of the opening.
This done, he sprinkled gold-dust around in a thorough
manner and put back the piece of rock he had chiseled off.
He drove this in until it was flush with the rest of the
rock and then carefully forced the balance of the gold into
the cracks along with some of the cement.
When he finally completed his job he arose and exclaimed:
"There! If anyone kin discover a deception about that
there I'll eat my hat. Jest look at it, Sam! If that don't
look like a pocket I don't know! "
"It does, sure enough, and a rich one. too!" declared the
prospector. "You are a good one, namesake. When that
cement sets it will look like a solid rock with a vein of gold /
running right through it."
"Well, now to put ther Jinishin' touches to ther job!" and
he began cementing what he had left of the gold-dust to the
surface of the piece of roek he had cut out and then placed 1
back.
Once more he expressed his satisfaction and declared:
"They ,kin chip off the outside, an' when they do they'll
find that the streak runs right on through the rock. Here's!
your salted mine, Sam Ford, an' if it ain't a good one there
never was one!"
The prospector nodded his approval.
"Now, if I can only get Henry Stone to pay a deposit and ·
sign the papers,'' he said.
"There'll be a million in it, yon said?"
"Yes, a round million dollars!"
"Well, I do hope that Young Wild West won't ba11'. this
game.''
"We've got to work a double game for the million, if Young
Wild West interferes.''
"A double game?"
"Yes."
"How kin it be done, Sam?"
"Well, we must rig things so if Henry Stone backs down
from signing the papers we will force him to do it. It \vill
be a double game, for we will work it just as though wel
were sure that he won't sign of his own free will. Then if ,
he does sign, so much the better. It is to be a double game
for a million, namesake, and we must win!"

I

·CHAPTER V.
OUR FRIENDS GO TO SEE THE MINE.

"Gentlemen,'' said Henry Stone, "I have arranged with the
landlord to accommodate us here for the present, and I hope
you will be satisfied. I desire to stay at a hotel, as I am
·
work.
He found the rock was of a very brittle formation, and that not used to roughing it, and I would like to have you near!
~
me so I can consult you at any time."
just suited him.
"The arrangement suits us, I assure you," answered Young I
~otwithstandina that he was in a semi-muddled state, he
~
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Stone, who was about half convinced that such was the case ..
"If the mine is what you say it is T shall certainly buy. , ThP
syndicate has empowered me to go ahead and a<'t, providing
Young Wild WPst says the mine is all right.''
"Then I <'onsider that thf' deal is as good as made," answerf'd Ford, smiling with an ail' of <'onfidf'nr<>. '·If Mr.
West does not say that there is gold in the minP--and plenty
of it-I'll mi ss m~· gness. Sef'ing is believ·i ng, you kno\v."
"Well, let's takf' a ridf' over Lo thf' minP," st1ggf'sted our
hero.
'·I am ready at any time, gentlemen.''
Wild led the way to the stable and got hi s horse.
Then he callf'd Charlie and Jim.
He wanted them to go along, for he imagined that he was
up against a great game, and their judgment might hPlp
him out a littif'.
Ten minutes late1· Ford was leading them to his won<lerful mine.
As we have stated, it was not more than a mile> from the
,,
hotel, so they soon got there.
'I'he first thing the prospect01· <lid was to take them inside
his shanty.
Stone nodded approvingly when he saw how neatly it was
·
fitted and furnished.
.. I like your way of doing things, Mr. Fo1·<l," he said.·
"Well, 1 believe in comfort every time," was the reply.
"So do I. There is rlo reason we cannot have comfort up
here in the mining district, as well as anyv;rhere else. It
costs a little more, to be sure, but when one has plenty of it,
it is nothing.''
"That's right. When I get your million dollars I am going
to look for notl1ing else but comfort. I am goinn: to make a
trip around the world and see what is to be seen:' I am tired
of mining, though I must say that I had not a dollar when
I started ii:i two years ago."
"Whew!" exclaimed Stone. "A man who can start in with
nothing and clear a million dollars in two years is what I
call a wonder!"
''Not exactly a wonde1'," retorted the prospector; "a lucky
fellow, say.''
"Well, a lucky fellow, then. If I can clear that much in
five years, with everything to start with, I shall feel satisfied."
"Clear that much in five years! Why, you will make more
than that the minute you make the purchase. I wouldn't
sell if I had not got it in my head that a million i.vas enough
fo1· any one man. I am a sort of philosopher, you know."
"You certainly are." spoke up Wild, looking at him and
nodcling in a very emphatic way.
The prospector di<l not know exactly what he meant, but
he smiled and sairl nothing.
Our friends saw a man asleep in a bunk in the rear room
of the shanty, and they could not help hearing him snore.
"That's Sam Dango," said Ford. "He ir. sleeping off the
effects of his spree. He has been there ever sinre this morning. A smart man in some things, is Dango."
"What does he <lo?" questioned the capitalist.
'·Well, lie knows a little of everything about mining. He
came up here to work for me in case I don't sell. 1 made arrangements with him, really, before I resolved to sell. Ide
would be a good man for you, Mr. Stone."
"l will take the matter in considnation in case I buy,"
was the reply.
"Suppose we go and have a look at the mine?" suggested
our hero.
·'Certainly. Come on."
Sam Fo1·d now put on an air of indifference and escorted
them to the hole.
His two men were out there damming up a brook which
threatened to i·un over and flood the hole.
It was a good-sized stream•of watel', too, and our friends
could readily see the wisdom of their working that way.
"Here is my gold mine!" exclaimed Fred, drnmatically. as
he led the way down into the holf'. "Examine it, gentlemen,
and then tell me what your opinion is!"
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"There will be lots of blasting done hne," he said; ".but
iL will pay well for it. "I have taken out eighteen thous:i.nd
dollars worth of ore from here now, and there is no telling
how far Lhf' Ioele maY. run. We found a por.ket right aliont
hnP," and he marked Lhe spot with his hand, "and we soon
exhausLed it. The> gold i::eems Lo he in lmnrhP.s, but that
ihPre is plenty of it there is no donbt.''
Cheyenne Charlie was the first to dis<'QVf'r thf' spot that
Sam 1Jango had so cleverly nxed.
The scout looked at it carefully before he called the others.
"Oh!" said Ford. "That is a V<'in that we worked on for
a week. It seems to get thicker the farther you go through
thf' rock. That is a fair sample of how it looked as we dug·
the hole out in different parts of it."
"Gracious!" exclaimf'd Henry Stone, who was delighted at
thf' sighl of the gold. '·I never saw anything like- that before.''
Wild drew his knife from his belt and tapped on the r~rk
with the blade.
A few splinters chipped off and he carefully gatherf'd them
up.
'·It's gold, all rigfit!" he exclaimed. "But whether it came
there naturally or not, I am not just i·eady to say. There appears to be quite a streak running into that rock, too."
"Came there naturally, you say!" cried the prospector.
"What do you mean by that?"
"Oh! there is such things as salting mines, you know, 1\fr.
Ford.''
"I have heard of such things being done, but if that was
the case }vith this one I would never have been able to take
out as much as I did. You must remember that I bought this
piece of property for a mere song. Why, I took enough from
it the first three days to more than pay for it!"
"Well, it might be that you took about all there was in
it," spoke up Charlie.
"That doesn't look so, does it?" and Ford pointed to the
gold streak in triumph.
"No, that <loes not look so," spoke up Henry Stone. "Gf'ntlemen, I mus't say that I think the mine is all right."
"Of course, it is. Why should l contract to put a smelting
plant here if it wasn't?"
"Well, it may be all right, M .1'. Stone. but you had bettPr
wait till we have a talk over the matter before you go am·
further in the deal. 1 know what it is to buy a mine. You
have got to take a risk. A man is not going to allow you to
go ahead and try to get enough out of it to pay for it before
you sign the papers. It is a case .of hit or miss."
"Not in this case!" declared the prospector, who was beginning to get angry.
Wild gave the rock a smart tap with the handle of his kniff'.
The cement Dango had used must have been mixed wrong,
for the piece of rock became loosened and rlropped out, showing the nuggets and dust that had been jammed in there!
Young Wild West now knew to a certainty that the mine
ha<l been salted, and so did Jim and tha scout.
He gave a warning glance at hi:; partners and they :;aid
•
nothing.
"There is gold here, and it seems to be pretty plentiful,
too," Wild said, turning to the p1·ospector and noticing that
his face had turned as red as ::i beet. "H may run clear
through the rock and it may not. "Do you want us to investigate any further, Mr. Ford?"
"l think you have seen enough," was the quick reply. "You
ought to know by this time that you are not buying a pig in
a bag. Here is the property, and if Mr. Stone thinks it ls
worth what I ask for it he can buy it."
"Well, he will want a little time to consider."
The capitalist was going to say something, but he kept still.
A warning glance from Wild caused this.
"How much time do you want, Mr. Stone?" asked the pros,1?.ector. "I have been depending on you to buy this properly.
l'hat is why I have not negdtiated with any one else. I should
like to have an answer as soon as possible."
"Well-er-how will to-morrow- do?"
"To-morrow is Sunday; make it Monday," spoke up our
hero. "Monday afternoon at about this time."
"Yes, that will do," and the capitalist nodded, and then he
lookea at th_e crack where the gold was disclosed to view
again.

"Well, gentlemen, the examination is at an end, then,"
said Ford. "I have given it to you straight, and it you do:Q't .
think it is a bargain I will be very much surprised. There
Sam For<l was shrewd enough not to lead our friends to are plenty of capitalists who woi1ld be glad to jump at lllcb
a bargain."
the place that had been "salted."
J "No doubt of it," answered our hero.
He wanted them to find it themselves.
WILD DISCOVERS THF. FRAUO.
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They went up out of the hole and took a look at the propertly as it la y around them,
It reall y looked as though it was a fine place for a smelter
to locate at, and Stone nodded approvingly.
When they mounted their horses and started back for the
hotel Henry Stone turned to Wild and asked him what he
thought of the mine.
"Not much," was the quick reply.
"Not much ?" and the capitalist showed signs of surprise.
"No ! That is no gold mine at all. I don't believe an ounce
of gold was ever taken out of it."
"But how about that which we just: saw there?"
"Oh! that was put there, and not long ago, either. The
mine was salted, just to catch you for a sucker, Mr. Stone."
"Do you really think so? "
"I know so. Why, when that piece of rock dropped out of
the crack I could see that the rock had been chipped off
afresh. I can't be fool ed at that kind of a game."
"Not much!" spoke up Jim Dart. "Why, it was as plain as
day that the nugget s and dust had just been put in there.
It looked all right until that piece broke off."
"It was a putty smart feller what done that," chuckled
Cheyenne Charlie. "But he wasn't smart enough for us. He
oughter seen to it that piece was put back more solid."
H enry Stone was amazed when he heard them talk this
way.
"Gracious!" he exclaimed. "If what you say is true, how
easy I could have been swindled!"
"It t urned out just as I thought it would," said our hero.
"Now, if you take the trouble to investigate the matter you
will find that the names on the papers he showed us are
forgeries. I have no idea that a smelting plant has been
contracted for than I have that I am standing on my head."
"Well, well!"
"One of us will ride t'O Miles City right away and find out
something about it. I have two of the names committed to
memory. If Ford has not anangecl with someone over there
to help carry out the deception, we will catch him foul."
"I'll go over to ther town," spoke up Charlie. "It's only
about fif ty miles from here."
"All right. You can start at once, then. I guess you will
be..abie to find out all. about ~t, even if to-morrow is Sunday."
I r eckon so. You Jest write ther names down on a paper
an' I'll do ther rest."
"Well, I r emember the names of the contractors, and that
is the main part. They live in Miles City, and if they say
they have contracted to build the plant here, and that they
are to r eceive the deed for a piece of property as their pay,
I will miss my guess."
When they got to the hotel Wild promptly put the names
on paper for the scout.
Then he gave him full instructions and started him off.
It would be past midnight before Charlie reached the town,
but that made no diff erence to him.
. We will follow the scout and see how he made out.
Miles City was in its infancy at the time of which we write
and it was not much more of a town than Solid Bottom.
But it had come to stay. Almost anyone could have seen
that.
It was the county seat and was situated on the Yellowstone river and was a center for the outlying districts of the
county.
Cheyenne Charlie found a hotel to put up at and promptly
went to his room.
He was not going to do any business until morning.
He got up at seven and had his breakfast.
Then he strolled into the bar-room to get a cigar before
he started in with his investigations.
The names of the contract ors whose names appeared on
the documents were Leven & Peck, and he had committed
them to memory.
When he went into the bar he found several men there,
most of whom were dressed in the attire of cowboys and
miners.
Some were p1·etty well under the influence of liquor, too.
It was early in the morning, but the probability was that
they had been up all night.
A tall, nervous man came in from the street just about the
time Charlie got into the place.
He purchased a drink, swallowed it quickly and then cast
an apprehensive look at the door.
The scout became interested in him at once, and as he
lighted his cigar he watched the man.
Half a minute later the door was thrown open and a tough-

looking individual came tearing in with a big revolver · in
his and.
"Where's ther galoot what wrote me up in ther paper?"
he shouted.
The tall, nervous man slid toward the back door of the·
room, but the wild-eyed man saw him.
With a hoarse cry of satisfaction, he th1·ew up his revolver
to shoot.
But Cheyenne Charlie was too quick for him.
With a sudden movement he knocked the weapon from his
hand.
'·I reckon you'd better cool off a little, my friend," he said,
persuasively. "You don't want to shoot a man what don't
want to fight, do you?"
The fellow utter~d an oath and made a pass at the scout.
But he had struck the wrong man this time.
Cheyenne Charlie promptly knocked him down.
"I don't know what ther trouble is, g entlemen," he cried.
"But I reckon he hadn't oughter tried to shoot that man unless the man was tryin' to shoot him."
A murmur of approval went up from every one in the room.
"It's Dan Mooney," said the man attending the place.
"He's mad at the editor 'cause his name got in ther paper
about a lynchin' that took place ther other night. Jest knock
him down ag'in, stranger, if he gits up."
"I reckon I'd bette1· settle this diffikilty, then," observed
Charlie. "Git up, you measly coyote!"
The fellow did so.
He had received all he wanted for the present, for he did
not make a move to fight.
"Come over here!" called out the scout to the nervous man.
"Let's settle this thing right here."
The request was obeyed.
· "Now, then," said Charh.·e, looking at Mooney, "what was
for?"
you goin' to shoot this feller in such a cowardly way
" 'Cause he put something in his paper about me," was
the reply.
"An' you was going to shoot him on sight?"
"Yes, his blamed old paper came out yisterday an' said I
was ther one what forged ther sheriff's signature to a note
to_ le~ a prisoner out of jail so a gang could hang him. He
said m his paper that I had ought to been locked up long ago,
for I was a forger an' a dangerous man."
"Well, I don't know anything about ther forgery part of it
but it strikes me that you ain't so awful dangerous though,:
'
'
and the scout grinned.
"I am willing to retract in my next issue anything I said
that I cannot ptove," spoke up the editor.
"Why didn't you say so, then?" cried the accused.
"You didn't give me a chance to. You swore you were
going to shoot me on sight."
"Well, if you'll put somethin' in next week's paper to offset what you ha~ i!l yisterday, we'll let ther matter drop."
"I'll d~ that w11lmgly."
"All right! She's settled then."
"Shake hands on it!" exclaimed _Charlie. "Then you've both
got to treat. I'm a ver_y easy-gom' feller, but when I wake
up I generally make thmgs hum; I always help ther under
dog, an' don't you forgit it!"
.The two shook hands and then they both wanted to shake
with Charley.
Why Dan Mooney did not get mad at him the scout did
,.,
.
.
not know.
But he attnbuted it t? the ~act that he was too much of
a coward to put up a fight with any one who would stand
.
his grou~d.
The drm~s were served and Charlie soon got on the best
of terms with the crowd.
He had heard that Dan Mooney was a forger, and that made
.
him think of the ~usiness he wa~ on. .
Cheyenne Charl!e. had struc)t thmgs Just right when he kept
Mooney from shootmg the editor, as the sequel will prove.
.

I

CHAPTER VII.
THE DOUBLE GAME STARTS.

Sam Ford was not in a very pleasant frame of mind when
he entered the shanty after our friends rode away.
He was pretty well satisfied that Young Wild West was not
going to allow Henry Stone to buy his mine.
He awoke the sleeping bad ma.n, shaking him rather
roughly in doing it.

YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE "SALTED" MINE.
"What's the matter, Sam?" cried Dango, rubbing his eyes
and looking bewildered.
"Matter! Why, you didn't make no kind of job out of that
business at all. Young Wild West has been here, and if he
hasn't found out that a trick has been played I'll eat my hat!"
"What! Didn't work,. you say? Well, you can't make me
believe that, Sam."
"Well, come on out to the hole and see if I can't."
Sam Dango got upon his feet.
"I'm awful dry," he said. "What have you got to drink?"
"Water-for you just now."
"All right. Give me some water, then. Ther whisky I drank
has dried me all up inside. I've got to have somethin' to put
out ther fire."
"Serves you right. Why don't you do the same as I donever take more than is good for me? I'm satisfied if you
had not been drunk you would have fixed things so they
couldn't have discovered that the place had been salted."
"But did they discove1· it?"
"I don't know what else they could have done. Henry
Stone did not, of course, but Young Wild West did. Stone
brought him here to keep him from being cheated."
"What did Young Wild West say?"
"Well, he simply said that Stone would wait until Monday
afternoon before he gave his answer to whether he should
take it ' or not."
"Well, that don't say that he found out that ther mine
was salted."
"We both know quite well enough that Youn~ Wild West
can't be fooled any sort of fashion, don't we? '
"Oh, yes! But let me git a drink of water. I'm putty near
chokin'."
.
The ba d man got his drink, and then he f o!lowed Ford
from the shanty.
\
They went direct to the hole and found the t o men called
Odlum and Gunn resting beneath the shade of the trees that
were near the edge of it.
"There ain't any danger of ther water fillin' up ther hole
now, boss," said one of them.
"All right," was the reply. "I suppose 'it would be an easy
matter to turn it in;-tho11gh, in case I wante~ it?"
"I reckon it would. It could be done in less than five
minutes, couldn't it, pard ?"
"Yes, it wouldn't take more'n three minutes fur us to send
a regular waterfall goin' dovvr1 there," was the answer.
"Well, I don't know that I will want it filled with water,
but there's no telling what may happen."
The prospector now followed Sam Dango into the hole.
The crevice was just as Wild had left it, and the two
men had remained there to see that no one came along and
took away the gold-dust and nuggets.
"What do you think of that?" exclaimed Ford, pointing
to the piece of rock that lay on the ground. "I thought your
cement was going to keep that in place. Why, Young Wild
West just tapped against it with the handle of his knife
and the piece fell out."
"Did you see him do it?" questioned the bad man, shaking
his head doubtingly.
"Certainly. I was right at his elbow. The piece came out
as easily as though you had not cemented it at all."
"Well, that's mighty queer. I would have sworn that ther
piece of rock couldn't have been knocked out with a sledgebammer. Why, that cement is harder than that rock when it
is mixed in ther right way."
"That's just the trouble. You didn't know what you was
doing, I guess, and you didn't mix it right. That is what we
get for you getting drunk."
Sam Dango shrugged his shoulders.
"It oughter be a lesson in temperance to me, hadn't it?"
he said, after a moment's silence.
"Bother with the lesson! What's the use of talking that
way? It is too late . now."
.
"Didn't you say you was goin' to work a doul>le game?"
"Yes, I did say so. But how are we going to do it? It
Jooked as though it would be pretty easy, but since this has
happened I can't exactly see a way."
"Say, Sam, there's only one way to do it."
"How is that?"
"Trust to luck."
The prospector shook his head.
"That won't do," he retorted.
"Well, go ahead an' think up somethin', then."
"What will we do?""
"If Henry Stone only had a sister here or a sweetheart,
or somethin' of the'!:· kind, we might steal her an' hold her
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fur a ransom. He's got a million dollars to invest, an' if he
concluded that he didn't want ther mine he might offer a1
reward of a million. It's jest about like him. But he ain't
got no sister or sweetheart, so there's no use talkin' that
way."
.
Ford's face had lighted up while his friend was getting1
off the suggestion.
"You're a pretty good one, . namesake!" he exclaimed.
"You're a pretty good one, after all. When you're sober
your brain works pretty well. Your idea is all right. Henryi
Stone has not got a sister or a sweetheart here, but he is
very liable to have a sweetheart, if I am any judge of human
nature, and •I think I am. The young lady \Vho came,
here to-day to teach school rode over in the stagecoach with
him, and he seems to be in love with her and she with him,
from what I saw when I tried•to spring up an acquaintance
with the girl. Jove! We will play a doiible game for the1
million after all, namesake! We'll just go over to the hotel
and hang around and find out if Stone is really in love
with the girl. If he is we will just kidnap her between now
and Monday afternoon, and then it will be a case of get1
the million one way or the othe1·. It will be quite an easy
matter for us to hide the girl some place where she can't
be found, and I will have one of the men to act as a gobetween. 'He can let it be understood that she is in the
hands of a gang of outlaws, and we will never be suspected."
"That would work all right, I'm dead sartin," said the
bad man, "if it wasn't fur Young Wild West."
"We rn,ustn't let him live long enough to interfere with
the game," whispered Ford, hoarsely.
"I ain't in it, if there's goin' to be any killin'," and Dango
shook his head.
"Nonsense! You have started in it, so you finish the
game. Look what is involved in this double game, namesake! A million dollars!"
"Well, mebbe we kin do it without killin' anybody."
"Perhaps we can."
"Are you goin' to ther villa~e?"
"Yes, we'll ride over. I thmk it would be a good idea 1
for us to go to the Blazer saloon, which is right opposite
the hotel. We can get there by the back way, and we can
see what is goi.ng on across the way without being seen
ourselves." ,
"That's right."
The two men started for the shanty, Ford bidding the
men to keep a good watch on the mine and leave the gold
lying just as it was.
·
He meant to let it be that way until all hope of making
tl1e deal with Stone was gone.
They saddled their horses and were soon riding to Solid
Bottom.
Just before they got in plain view of the hotel they
swung 9ff into the woods and let their horses walk along
until they came out 'in the i·ear of the saloon. ·
They dismounted and tied them to a couple of trees and!
then entered the place by the back way.
There was no one in the place but the little man whb
owned it, and he looked up in sur prise when he saw them 1
come in by the back way.
"Hello, you nipsquicher on wheels !" he called out, for
he had learned how deep the ba d man was, and he was not
the least bit afraid of him now. "Where did you drop 1
from?
"We come by a short cut from ther mine Mr. Ford
owns," flam Dango replied. "Trot out a little pizen, an'
hurry up!"
As Ford had been in the place before, he was known by
the proprietor, and, not noticing what the bad man said,
Joe Seehoff passed a few words with him.
Sam Ford was known in the town as a prospector who 1
had struck it rich, and though he never spent a great deal
at the saloons, he was looked up to by the hangers-on, to
a certain extent.
"Come ! Give us some pizen, ! say! " cried Da ngo, putting on his blnsteiing way.
"All right, my fri~nd,'' r eto1ted the little ma n, and then
he put out the bottle and glasses.
"Go it light, now, namesake," cautioned Ford.
"All right. I'm only goin' to t ake this one drink."
Ford was standing where he could see through the win- ,
dow to the hotel stoop across the way.
He took a drink with his companion and then bought
cigars for himself, Dango and the proprietor.
While he stood there he suddenly saw Henry Stone ride/
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And it was with a young and pretty schoolteacher of
at·ound from the rear of the hotel and go cantering down
.
poor parents, at that!
the · ro~<l.
She had been bom and reared in the Wild West, hut by
"'J'here goes the man I wanted to see!'' he exclaimed.
hard studying had educated herself sufficiently to teach
"Wait here tjll I come back, namesake."
·
young children.
.
"All right!" was the reply.
It was not a very pleasant posl.tion the girl had come to
The prospector ran out of the back door and quickry
take, and she had been apprised of the fact before she
·
mou.nted his horse.
He had noted. well the direction the capitalist took, artd signed the agreement with the trustees.
There were some very bad and obstinate boys in the
he rode around through the woods and soon 1·eached tl1e
street-which 'ms about the only one tliat could be called thirty or forty scholars she had engaged to teach.
But Aggie Norris was a very plucky girl, and she had a
a street-and set out at full speed.
· In less than two minutes he caught sight . of his man way of making herself obeyed when she started in.
She was not afraid to tackle the 0iggest boy in school if
•
· ·
ahead.
Stone had brought his horse down to a walk and was .it was necessary that he should .be :flogged.
in the act of turning toward a neat-looking little house · And if a disobedient attempted to draw a weapon to
intimidate her, as has · often been the case in such schools,
that w:;;;,; whitewashed ·and had green shutters on it.
'l.'he next minute the rascally schemer saw why it was she was ready for them with the revolver she always carried in a pocket of · her dress, where it was most handy to
t.hat the ' capitalist had turned there.
'
pt~
A young lady \vas walking out to meet him.
It had been the' girl'!> ambition to become a successful
One glance showed him that the young lady was the
teacher, and as the po'sition at Solid Bottom was a great
new school teacher.
"Ah!" muttered Ford. "I guess things are working our deal better than that which she had held for the past year,
way now. If Henry Stone is not in love with the school- she was delighted and was heart and soul in the cause.
'l'hat is, sh~ was until she met Henry Stone in the stage·
marm I am no good at guessing. Well, I must say that I
admire his taste, for she is certainly a ·charming young coach. ·
Then a new feeling came over her , and when the young
lady. It may be that I will be able to cut him out. Who
capitalist called on her that afternoon and proposed , withknows?" and the villain laug·hed softly to himself.
· It happened that there was a clump of trees right close out indulging in any comtship, she had admitted to him
to the house, so Ford rode his steed off the , road into the that she loved him.
If Stone was happy after she left her so was the girl.
woods and dismounted and tied it.
She sang merrily as she assorted over the belongings she
Then he made his :way closer to the ·house, so he could
had brought with her and fitted up the little attic-room
see better what was going on.
When he got a good position he found· that Stone had that ' had bee11 assigned to her by the family she: was to ,
dismounted and that he was going to start for a walk with board wfth.
The head of the house was an honest miner, who had
the girl.
Luck was with the villain, it seemed, for the couple quite a family, and when he came home from his work the
canw . st:r:aight toward him and halted beneath the shade new boarder was called by the good housewife to come to
·
supper.
of a giant oak.
It was while they were engaged in eating tlie meal that
During the fifteen minutes that followed before th<?Y
went back, Ford heard the capitalist declare his love for the a man came to the 'door bearing a sealed missive.
It was di9ected to Miss Aggie Norris, and was promptly
pretty school.t eacher, and when he took _her in .hi'! arms and
kissed her and heard her murmur that it ·was surely a case given to her. .
•
The girl waited until she had finished -the meal before
of love at first sight, he was satisfied,
The scoundrel went back to his horse, and, mounting, rode she tore it open and read it.
'
The contents of the note were:
to the rear of the saloon .
When he entered the place he found Sam Dango in a
"Darling Aggie-Please meet me under the tree whete
game of draw poker witl1 three other men who had. come in
we learned to understand each other but a sho1·t tiine ag.o.
the place since he left it.
'l'he bad man was keeping sober, and that was something I have something of the greatest importance to tell you.
"HENRY ."
,
that pleased the prospecto1'.
He was induced to join the game, so that they sat and
The pretty sch~olteacher was both surprised and pleased
.
played until dark.
..
.
Then Ford said he 1hust go back to his 5lrnnty, and aiter when she read tins.
And sh~, of _c~urse, meant to co:nply with the request.
,
a little urging he got the bad man to quit the game.
Never for an mstant did she tlunk . that an,yone else than
Neither h. ad been losers, so they wer.e well satisfied.
..
._ .
.
.
"Ho';\" did you make 01;1t, Sam?" asked Dango, as they he1~ love1: had sent the no~e.
'Ien m10utes ~rom the time she Ieceived 1t she was walk- .
rode back to the salted rmne,
tree.
t · t ing toward the but
, f
k
;,I
l
th
"F' '" .
the lig·ht from the rising moon showed
It was -dark
. now · no~' . or a cei arn Y
e rep Y·
me. was
that the pretty schoolt~acher is the .c~p1tahst's sweethe~rt. her a figure standi;1g there, and she hastened to mee~ him.
Once under the tre~ she stopped and looked at the figure.
I ove:h.ear~ a c.onve~s~tion an_d s~w tlungs. that would make
'art ordma;1y ,~nan sick. It was all spoonmg and too soft Then it advanced with outstretched arms and she sprang
, .
forward to meet the man she loved.
, .
.
Io~ a1nytlung.
But her J·oy was turned to terror the very next moment,
. V\ ell, ,,mebbe it ''as, .but I'll bet tJ1 er two of 'em didn't
·· t'mg th
·
· · d impun
·
1 · · l ·
· t d f f Id'
f
tluuk
. e
an
"No ~:o.that is not likelv. Did you :see anything of Young ~r ms ea o . . o mg 1er m us arms
kiss on her lips she had expected, he caught her and pin?"
.
,111·1 I
. ·t · .
•1'ld *11 . 01• 1 ·
over
other
the
pressed
and
hand
one
with
arms
her
ed
·
•
gone·
was
e
''
neis
pai
us
n e:;t.
" 1
.
ion
a sign of 'em."
' "Not
. "Good! Now ~o get at the ?ouble game in earnest. .That he~,h~~u~~gie Norris was lifted off her feet · and carried
. d
th
.
h
girl must be kidnapped to-mght, and I want you to do ..
0f ..
.
.
e woo s.
yo ur best to think of a way to do it. I'll do some great mto t e mazes
by another man Just then, and m
Jomed
was
captor
Her
"
thinking myself too
gagged ,her.
"I reckon we 1(1 fin~! a \\'a)', between ther two of us, Sam." a very short space of time they bound andOdium
and Gunn,
• The girl'ti captors were no other than
·
the two trusted men of Sam Ford.
H was Odlurn who had taken the note to the house, but
he had takei1 good care to disguise himself with the wig .
CHAPTER Vlll.
and beard .his employer had given him .
Though the captured girl struggled hard to get awa;v
A MILLIOJ\ DOLLARS RAK"50!11 • .
from the villains, she soon found that she .was simply
It was . nearly dark when Henry Stone rode ' back to the wasting her strength.
Through the thick bushes and tangled undergrowth they
·
hotel after his visit to the pretty schoolteacher.
.
made their way.
The young . man was in a very happy frame of mind.
Every fe'vv· minutes the.v paus ed for a breathing spell. and
He i1ad been all over the United States aml . had met
many beautiful gil'ls, wlw would no . doubt lia.ve been glad then they would proceed o.n again.
The t \ ·o men ' ·ere he,a,ding for the sl\ant:y .of Sam For d,
to receive his attentions, but thi::; ' ·1s the first time he had
as ;they l}ad been told to do.
'
ever fal.len in love.

f
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He had ordered her brought there until he could find a to shoot .me. I could tell 'em that ther ma.sked men told,
me to take ther note to ther hotel, an' that if l didn't do i~
more :;ecure hiding-place for her.
An empty sack had been thrown over the girl'H head, so 1 would be shot afore ther week was out. I could stick to
she could not see a particle, so she had not the least idea that story, no matter 11ow many questions were asked."
"I:f 'you could stick to that story it would be all right,"
which direction she was being carried.
It being a little less than a mile from where she was cap- said the prospector.
"Well, why couldn't 1, 'if I tried real hard?"
tured, they got to the f'nanty in a trifle more than fifteen
"Then you will take the note'!"
minutes. .
"Sartin I v.ill."
But it seemed mucl1 longer to Aggie Norris.
"Well, I will go in and :;ee the girl in a fc11· minute::;,
Before approaching the shanty Odlum gave a low whistle.
Both Sam Ford and Sam Dango were on the watch for and I rather think she will write the note that [ dictale."
Ford waited until the half hour was about up and then
the return of the men.
It had been the prospector's idea to se nd the forged note, he went to the door and knocked softl~1 •
There was no answer.
and when he came out of the shanty and found that the
He knocked again.
girl had been caught he was delighted.
1
"What do you want?" came from within.
"Fetch her In, boys!" he exclaimed, taking care to discovered his
villain
the
and
note,"
the
write
to
"I want
guise his voice. "I guess that Captain Success and his bold
band have started in finely. It is lucky that I happened face again with the improvised mask.
There was no reply to this, so he unlocked the door and
to be close by when I heard the rich young man sparking
the girl. It was easy enough to find what his name ·was went in.
Aggie Norris was seated on ·a chair, her eyes red with,
at the hotel, and now we have got the girl!"
This \Vas said so the fair captive would be impressed weeping.
Ji'ord took a pencil and notebook from his pocket and
with the idea that it was a gang of outlaws that had kidtende·r ed them to her.
napped her.
"Write as I dictate'?" he said, "if you wiqh to go free."·
And she quite naturally believed that such was the case.
" What shall I write'!" she asked.
She was taken into the rear room of the shanty, where
"Write down the name oi the man vou have promised
there was no light, and before removing the sack from her
·
head Ford formed an improvised mask of his handkerchief to marry, first."
The girl hesitated.
and put it over his face.
"Do as I say! If you refuse to write the note you will
"Now then, miss!" he exclaimed, taking care to disguise
his voice as much as possible, "if you are going to _keep still probably wish you had never been born bewre I get through
you can have that gag out of your mouth. B•1t if you go with this piece of business!" commanded the villain.
With terror-stricken eyes the girl looked at him.
to uttering the least cry it will be put back, and it will be
Then she started to write on a leaf in the notebook.
kept there until we get ready to dispose of you. We are
"Mr. Henry Stone," she put down.
not going to kill yo u; we are simply holding you to get
Ford was looking over her shoulder.
some money out of your friends befo1·e we set you free. We
"I am in the hands of a band of outla"·s in a lonely cabi"
are desperate men, and when we start to do a thing we
never let up until we carry it oui. This is our first appear- in the woods some ten miles from Solid Bottom-put that
ance in Solid Bottom, and we expect to make a good ' thing down!" he said. ·
With a trembling hand she obeyed.
out of kidnapping you."
"By some means the captain of this · band overheard ou1•
The v:illain removed the gag as 11e finished speaking,
conversation under the tree this afternoon, and he sent a
and by a great effort Aggie Nunis controlled herselJ' .
"l am sure you have made a mistake in kidnapping me," decoy note to me with your name signed to it and l came
she faltered. "1 have no money to pay for my release and out to meet you, as I thought, and was captured. rut that
my parents are nothing but poor people, who live more down."
The terrified youn~ lady ·obeyed.
than a hundred miles from here."
"He declares that 1f you ever want to see me alive again
"Oh, that \viii be all right, miss," was the laughing rejoinder. "The young man I saw you with this afternoon you must pay a million dollat's ransom--"
"Oh!" exclaimed Aggie. "A million dollars!"
has some money, probably. [f · T mistake not, he will be
"Put it down!"
willing to give a large sum to secure yo ur release."
Then the villain became puzzled.
The face of the girl, which had been very pale, now
. It sudder:ily occurre_d to him that it would hardly be pos~
turned a deep crimson.
stble for l11m to receive the enormous sum of mone~·. eved
"I-I don't know what vou mean," she stammered.
if Stone was willing to pay it.
"Oh, I guess yo u know· what' I mean,'' he answered.
"Write down . that he must give an answer to the first
"Won't you please let me go?"
"Oh, that would be impossible. We have too much at man he meets to-morrow wearing a white ha11dkcrchie.f
stake for that. We must be paid well. Your only chance around his neck," he said. "And tell him that ii he men,
is to write a note to your lover, which one of my men will tions a word of this note to a living so~ul, or shows it to
del.iver. The quic,k er you do this the quicker you will be anyone he will nevei· see you alive again. Write that down
and sign your name to it."
liberated."
The girl managed to do this, and when he had finishec(
"Oh! Oh!" and the poor gfrl burst into a flood of tears.
he read it over carefully and nodded satisfactorily.
"[ will give you half an hour to make up your mind."
Then he went out and gave the note to San Dango.
Without another word, the pr"spcctor left the room, lock"Go aJ1ead and deliver this at the hole!. Stick to the
ing the door after him.
"Well, what did you say to her?" asked Dango, who had story you said you would tell, and don't you change, not i~
.
been sitting at a table in the room during the time that had you die for it,'' he said.
"All right, Sam, you kin. dep_end on me to do this right.
elapsed since the arrival of the two men with. the I?risoner.
"I told her that the onl y chance she had of gettmg free I want to make up fur ther mistake I made when I salted
·
ther mine."
was to wTite a note to Henry Stone."
"Well, we are going to have that million dollars, one waJI
"What did she say?"
"Well, not much. I guess she will do it, though. I gave or the other, so just do yo ur part in the double game."
her half an hour to make up her mind."
"How are " ·e goin' io git ther note to ~Lone, if she <loe:;'
IHiic it?"
CHAPTER IX.
"That i,; what i o puzzling me."
"Well, don't )'OU think I v. ould be a good one lo Lake it'!.,
THE GIRL CANJ\OT BE FOU ND.
"No!·'
"You don't? "
Young \\'ild West and Jim Daft 1~ere Lah.iug tlnngs eas',/
"No. You have talked loo much alrcadv. Young Wild
West would tangle you all up and learn the whole thing on the fronC stoon of the boiel in Solid Bottum when a
.
horseman galloped up _and brought his steed to a halt.
before you knew it."
As he dismounted Wild saw that the man was Sam Dango,
"I don't think so.. ,
the man .he had. tamed that morning i11 the saloon across
'Well, I do."'
.
.
.
"I could take lher note .to 'em, an' l could "a.Y that I the wa.y.
~!'he 'fellow appeared to be very much agitated over some1
11·a: held -:.ip by three ur fou1· masked . men, which ·' as goiu '
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thing, and, without noticing our two friends, he rushed into
the bar.
The note Aggie Norris had been forced to write was in
a dirty envelope and addressed to Henry Stone.
"Give me a drink of pizen-quick!" cried Dango, acting
as though he was very much excited and worried over
something. "I thought I was a goner a few minutes ago."
.
.
"A goner!" echoed the man behind the bar.
"Yes, I was held up by three or four masked men-I
!don't know jest exactly how many there was of 'em, an~ I
thought they was goin' to kill me, but they didn't."
He gulped the liquor down and breathed a sigh of relief
just as our hero and Jim Dai·t came in.
They had heard the excited remarks the bad man had
made, and th~ quite naturally wanted to hear all about it.
"Ther feller.:; what held you up had masks on 'em, boy?"
said the proprietor of the hotel.
"Yes, an' ther leader of 'em was ridin' a gray horse-I
could see that," lied the bad man.
"Did they rob you? "
"No! That's ther funniest part of it. They jest give
me this here letter an' told me to take it to this hotel as
quick as I could git here. They all had their shooters
pointed at me, an' when they give ther word to light out,
I wasn't goin' to let any grass grow under my horse's feet,
I kin tell yer! I jest lit out putty fast, you kin bet!"
He tossed the note on the bar and the landlord picked
it up.
"Why, it is addressed to Mr. Stone!" he exclaimed.
It so happened that the prospector came in at that very
'
rnoment.
"What's that?'' he asked, stepping forward.
"I don't know," retorted Sam Dango. "I didn't read
what is in ther letter, an' I couldn't very well if I wanted
to. Ther head one of ther masked men, which was ridin' a
gray horse, give it to me an' told me to fetch it here. I
thought I'd better do it, even after I got out of sight of
· 'em. They told me I'd be a marked man if I didn't do
as I was told."
The landlord handed the note to the capitalist.
Stone tore it open, and as he read the contents a look of
' amazement cam~ over his face.
Young Wild West watched him as he read it.
"My !" gasped Stone. "This is awful!"
"What is it, Mr. Stone?" asked our hero.
"I dare not tell you just yet. I - I - - "
"Bad news?"
"Something awful has happened if what this note repo~s
.
·
is correct."
Then the capitalist hur ried from the hotel, his face the
·
color of ashes.
Wild saw that he was going to the stable, and that meant
· that he was going somewhere with his J;iorse.
"We will follow him," he said to Jim. "But no! I will
follow him and you stay and watch Sam, Dango. The1·e
is something ve1·y puzzling about this business. If the
bad man starts off you follow him without his knowing it,
if. you can."
"All right," answered Dart.
Jim went back into the bar-room and Wild kept on to
the stable.
He stepped behind an outbuilding, so Stone could not
see him, and waited until the stableman got the horse for
him.
Then as he rode hurriedly past him, Wild ran for his
sorrel stallion.
He did not stop to put the saddle on but mounted him
bareback.
Then he darted after the capitalist.
Wild heard the thud of the horse's hoofs, and he followed
along at a sharp clip.
Up . the road v.rent Stone and not far behind him came
.
'
Young Wild West.
Our hero was not a little sur prised when he sp,w the man
stop at a white house that stood a short distance from tJ~e
road.
He did not know that this was the house the pretty
schoolmarm was boarding at.
He dismounted under the shadow of a tree at the roadside and awaited developments.
Henry Stone only went to the do@r, and it had not been
opened more than half a minute' by someone than he hurried back to his horse.
As he rode out upon the road Wild called to him:
• ":What'·s the matter, Henry?"

"Oh!" exclaimed the capitalist in great agitation. ~'Is
that you, Wild?"
"Yes. Just tell what all this means, won't you? I am
satisfied than I can help you."
"I hope you can/' was the quick reply. "The trouble is
that Miss Norris has been kidnapped by outlaws.''
"What!"
"That is the truth, Wild. The note the fellow brought
to the hotel was from her, and in it she stated the case. I
have just learned that she has been missing from the house
for an hour. A bearded stranger brought a note to her and
she left the house a few minutes later. They have not seen
her since, and as she was bareheaded when she went out,
they fear that something has happened to her. I haven't
been acquainted with Miss No:rris long enough to know her
handwriting, but I haven't the least doubt that it" was she
who wrote the note. Here it is! I am going to let you
read it, no matter what happens!"
He handed the missive to Wild, who promptly struck a
match and read it.
I
"Whew!" exclaimed Wild. "That is what I call something great! A million dollars, eh? Well, that "is pretty
steep. If the girl is really in the hands of outlaws they
must be a very ignorant lot to think that you would have a
million dollars at your disposal. I think . we ought to be
able to find such people as they are quite easily."
"Oh! do you really think that?" and the capitalist took
the boy by the arm eagerly.
"I certainly do. This is either the work of some very
ignorant person, or eli;;e it is only done for a blind."
"A blind-what do you mean by that?"
"Well, it may be that someone is working a game."
"Who could it possibly be?"
"It might be Samuel Ford." ·
,
"Oh! do you think so?"
"Well, I haven't made up· my mind yet, but I think we
h<id better keep a watch on Ford." ·
"Well, all right, then. You can tell by the note · of the
relations that exist between Miss Norris and myflelf. I am
not ashamed to own that I love the girl, and that we are
engaged to be married. It was a very quick courtship, but
that makes no . difference." .
"Certainly not. Well, I feel it in my bones that we are
going to find the young lady all right."
"I ' hope and trust so. Young ·Wild West, if you do find
her for me I will never forget you. I am more worried
over her just now than I would be if I lost a dozen gold
mines."
"Well, let us get a good description of the man who
brought the note to the house. That will be the ·first thing
to do."
':Very well."
The two made their way to the house and Wild knocked
upon the door.
It was opened by the miner who owned the house,· arid
as he had bee11 the one to answer the messenger's summons, he was able to tell his remembrance of the man.
"He was of mlddlin' size an' had long, scraggy hair an'
· ,
a brown beard," was all he knew.
1
"Anything peculiar about his clothes, or anything else
about him?" asked Wild.
"No," was the retort. "He jest looked like an ordinary
,
miner, who hadn't combed hj.s hair in a month."
That was all there was to it, and it was not a great qeal
to work on, either.
"I am afraid we cannot do much before morning," said
our hero, as they went back to their horses. "It is too dark
to look for a trail now. We will go back to the hotel and
put some questions to Sam Dango, if he is there yet."
"Suppo:;;ti he is not there?" said Stone.
"We}!, ·1f he is not, Jim will be where he is. He was tb
follow him, you know."
"He was?"
"Yes."
"Well, that is good."
They soon rode back to the hotel.
They found both Sam Dan&'o and Jim Dart in the barroom.
The bad man's weakness for liquor had kept him there
and it did not take our hero long to see that he was getting
tipsy.
He +J10ught that it would be a good idea to let him get
that v1ay.
So he . ordered drinks for everybody and Dango_took another stiff horn.
v
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The bad man was getting reckless now.
"Say, Young Wild West!" he bawled out. "Can't you
give us an exhibition of your fancy shootin'?"
"Certainly. Just turn your face to that picture over
the bar and I will knock the ash off that big cigar you
have got between your teeth."
No one in the room expected Dango would do it, but he
was just enough under the influence of liquor he had swal.
lowed to make him daring'.
He turned his head around as Wild had directed and
held fast to the counter to steady himself.
Crack!
The ashes flew from his cigar in a twinkling.
A low murmur of astonishment went up from the crowd
that had gathered in the place.
The majority of them had never seen Young Wild West,
let alone being witnesses to his remarkable shooting.
"Now, let's see you knock ther cigar outer his mouth,"
spoke up a big fellow in a flaming red shirt.
"Stand ready, Sam Dango!" cried our hero.
The man obeyed.
Crack!
Away went the cigar he was smoking!
A shout of applause went up.
Young Wild West smiled as the men looked at him in
admiration.
"That isn't such wonderful shooting," he said. "That is
nothing more than target practice. Good shooting is when
a fellow can 11;lake every shot tell at the right time."
"Well, I reckon you could do that,'' spoke up the big
want you to git after
miner in the red shirt. "I wouldn't
me with a shooter in your hand.'1
"I hope I will never have any occasion to.''
"You kin jest bet your boots you won't!"
Wild now went over and took Sam Dango by the arm.
"I want to talk with you in private for a few minutes,"
he said.
"Me? What fur?"
"Come on!"
The bad man showed signs of being very uneasy..
But he went with our hero without another word.
Henry Stone followed after them.
They went into an adjoining room and from the door
Wild called Jim.
When the four were inside the door was closed and our
hero locked it.
"Now, then, Sam Dango,'' said he, facing the bad man,
"if you want to live very long just tell us where you got
the note you brought here.''
Dango turned as pale as a ghost.
"I-I did tell yer,'' he gasped. "I told you jest how ther
fellers with masks on their faces stopped me. That's all
there is to it, Young Wild West, I hope I may die if it
ain't!"
The bad man hac'i been brought to his senses very suddenly and he now meant to stick to his story, as he had
promised Ford lre would do, no matter what happened.
"Would you know the voice of the man who gave you
that note if you heard it again?" our hero asked him.
"Yes, I reckon I would."
"And you know the exact spot _where they held you up?"
"Oh, yes!"
"Well, go and get your ho1·se and take us to it."
The man hesitated for a moment, and then he nodded.
"I'll do it, Young Wild West!" he exclaimed.
He went out and got his horse, and then our friends
mounted and followed him from the hotel.
Sam Dango was thinking pretty hard at that moment.
He decided to take them to a place on the road that wll.s
lonely and then declare it was there where he W\l:S held up.
In about five minutes he told them they had 'an 'ved at
the exact spot.
"You are sure it was here?" Wild said, as he dismounted.
"Yes, sartin of it,'' was the reply.
Our hero lighted a match and began making an examination of the ground.
There were no signs of hoofprints there that would indicate that any horses had halted there.
The ground was rather sandy, and if the-re had been a
holdup there the prints of the hoofs would 11ave shown.
"Sam Dango, you have been telling us a lie!" declared
Young Wild West, whipping out his revolver and l \..,. ing
it at the rascal.
"No, I ain't!" was the frightened reply. "It might not
have been right here, but it was somewhere along here.''
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Dango was now resolved to stick to what he had said if
he died for it.
Wild put it to him sharply for the next five minutes, but
he could get nothing out of him.
Finally he suggested that they go back to the hotel.
"What is it all about. anyhow?" asked the bad man,
when he saw that he had triumphed. "What was in ther
note? Was it anything bad?"
"That matters not to you,'' retorted Wild. "The note
was addressed to Mr. Stone. What we want to find out isi
where the masked men went. I guess we don't want any
outlaws around here, and the quicker we find them and put
them out of the way the better it will be for the community."
"That's right. You can't find 'em too quick to suit me.
They jest had me putty scared, I want you to know."
Wild did not hardly believe that the rascal was telling
the truth.
He had got it in his head that Sam Dango was the main
one to keep a watch on, and he meant to do it.
They all rode back to the hotel and dismounted.
A few minutes later the miner who owned the house
where the p1·etty schoolteacher had engaged board came in.
He at once made it known that the young lady had disappeared very mysteriously.
Then the greatest excitement prevailed.
Wild advised Stone to say nothing about the note he had
received and the capitalist did not.
A pa1-ty of men was soon organized and then the hunt
.·
for the lost girl began.
Our friends joined in, as might be supposed.
They kept it up all night, but without finding a clew
_
to the whereabouts of Aggie Norris.
"Now," said Wild, as they rode back to the hotel to get
their breakfast, "Henry, we will have a better show, because we've got the daylight to. work in.''

CHAPTER X.
/

CHEYENNE CHARLIE MEETS WITH GREAT SUCCESf!,

Cheyenne Charlie found the editor of the newspaper ro·
be a pretty nice sort of man.
His name was Elkhart.
The editor invited him to take a walk around to his
office and the scout accepted the invitation.
"I couldn't get a chance to thank you for saving me
from that ruffian very well in the hotel," said the editor.
"Now, as I have locked the door of my office, and as no
one can get in, I want to tell you that I am very·,. very
much obliged to you for what you did. If there is anything I can possibly do for you just name it and I will go
my ·whole length to accomplish it."
"Good!" exclaimed the scout. "You're jest ther man
I'm lookin' for, then! I reckon you're a' feller what kin
be trusted, even if you do run a newspaper. I'm here onl
a little business of importance, an' if you can't help me out
no one kin, I'll bet!"
"Well, I know about everybody in Miles City, good or
bad. Just go ahead and confide in me."
Charlie felt that he could really trust the man, so he
told him all about the salted mine over in Solid Bottom,
not omitting a single fact.
"Whew!" exclaimed the editor when the story was told.
"That is what I call something veat. The county clerk
happens to be a cousin of mine, and if there is anything
crcoked being done I'll know all about it in less than half
an hour. There 1s a rascally lawyer here in town who does
a whole lot of business for people in the county at the
county clerk's office, and I'll bet that there's where the
secret lies. I am well acquainted with the rich contractors,
Leven & Peck, too. We'll have this thing all sifted
through before two hours have passed."
"How about this feller named Dan Mooney-you said he
was a forger, didn't you?" asked Charlie.
"Yes, he has done considerable business for this rascally
lawyer I just spoke of. It is more than likely that Mooney
forged the names to the documents. We will pay a visit to
the firm of Leven & Peck first."
A few minutes later they were on the way to see the
contractors.
They found them in less than half an hour, and both
declared that they had never signed a contract to erect ~
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It was probable that he had come to the conclusion that
plant at Solid Bottom, though a man named
it was high time he stopped writing· other people's name<:
Samuel Ford had tried hard to induce them to.
Cheyenne Charlie got a signed statement from them· 10 to legal rlocnments.
A term' of years in prison was not to hi s liking.
1.his effect, and he felt elated at the progress he had madP.
The tvrn rode along at a gocid gait anrl they had covered
Their next call was upon the rounty elerk.
When pinned down close the official admitt.ed that cer- more than two-thirdf> of thP distance whPn cbrkness ove1·tain documents had been filed at his office which might took them.
With the rlarkness came a rainstorm.
not be genuine ones, and he also stated that t.he rascally
Luckily the two found a convenient cave, which was quite
bwyer the editor spoke of was the attorney in the case.
"Whoopee!" cried Cheyenne Chm·lie, and then he exe- large enough for their ho1·ses and{ themselves.
"I reckon we'll stay right here ti l morning," said Charlie.
presence of the of1cuted a few steps of a jig right in the
'There ain't no use in ridin' along through a blindin' rain,
~ficial and the editor.
When he had relieved hi s mind in thir. way he pulled when I've got till to-morrer afternoon to git back."
"That's so," retorted Mooney. ''Whatever you say goes."
out one of his six-shooters, and, leveling it at the hPad o(
"Well, jest git somP rlry pine needlei:; as qu'ick a s you
the county clerk, exclaimed:
ove1·
"Now, then, you hail better git them papers an' h:i!Jd kin, an' some of that dead weed from them branrhei:;things
'Pm over to me if you expect to live an' hold your job here. there. We've got to h:ive a firP lo sorter make
plPasant-like. "
I mean business, an' don't you l'orgit il. "
"Right you are!" and the man got a lively move on him .
That settled it!
lt was raining pretty hard, but he scmped away the top
'l'he official broke down and confes;:;ed that he knew all
and managed to get enough dry stuff to kindle the fi.re.
about the game that was being played.
In a few minutes they had it going nicely, and then
In less than twenty minutes Charlie had the papers in
Charlie rlragged a couple of logs up and laid them across
his possession.
"Now to see Dan Mooney," he said. "He's got to write the burning fagots.
"They'll git afire afore long," he said. "An' then we'll
a confession, or else off goes ther top of hir. head!"
"You wouldn't really shoot him if he refused, would have it dry in here all night. Ther wind blows ther smoke
away from ther cave, but there's just enough heat what
you?" asked the editor.
"Wait an' see," was the scout's reply, while he grinned will come this way to keep us nice an' dry."
Charlie had not neglected to put something to eat .in his
and chuckled softly to himself. "I reckon no measly coyote
is goin' to beaf me out of ther information I COJ'llO here saddle-bags before leaving Miles City, so they had a colrl
lunch while the rain poured down, trying hard, it seemeci,
to git."
They went back to the hotel where they had met, and to put out the fire.
Instead of decreasing, it kept coming down harder, if
there they found the forger.
He acted as gentle as a kitten when Charlie walked up anything, and Charlie nodded approvingly.
"I reckon this rain will do a whole lot of good to thet·
to him and told him he WOlJld like to see him in private for
corn an' such like ther farmers an' ranchmen has got
a few minutes.
"Certainly!" he said. '.'I'm always willin' to oblige a planted," he observed. "An' it won't do us no hurt. It'll
be clear in ther mornin'."
_
Criend."
"I hope so," replied the forge1-.
"Well," said the scout, when they got seated in a room
Mooney had a pack of cards anrl they played until ·pr ty
by themselves, "I jest want you to write down that you're
ther feller what signed ther names of Leven & Peck an' late.
Then thev both laid down and went to sleep, the scout
ther others that was put down for ther purpose of Sam
taking the -chances.
Ford to sell his salted mine over in Solid Bottom."
But he was a pretty good judge of men in geneml, and
The rascal turned pale when he heard this.
his estimate of Dan Mooney was not out of the way.
"I don't know what you're talking about," he protesteci.
The fellow went to sleep before Charlie dirl, and he was
"Yes, you do. Now, you've either got to sign such a
paper or go over to Solid Bottom with me. Which do you snoring when the sc9ut got up in the morning.
The rain had ceased during the night and the sun was
want to do?"
shining brightly when the scout steppPd out of the cave
"l was goin' over there to-morrer, anyhow."
· and took a look arounrl.
"You was, hey? Well, you kin go to-day, then."
One of the first things his eyes l'ighterl on was a covey
''Yes, I s'pose I could."
"Yo1:1'1l be a good deal bett:er off if you rlo. You might of grouse, feeding on a sl:i.nting bank not more than fifty
git a chance to turn over a new leaf. But if you don't I yards from the cave.
"Ah!" exclaimed ·Charlie, undC'r his breath. "I teckon
wouldn't give much for your chances. Jf I didn't git mad
an' shoot you, you woulrl be Rent up for about ten years." there's somethin' for breakfast.
"I'll go with you whenever you're ready. "
He picked up his rifle, and, rlropping upon hi s knee, lev"Well, we'll git some dinner an' start right away, then." eled it at the birds so he had three or four of them in range.
Then he pressed the trigger, and as the report rang out.
"All right. I'll give in to you. You needn't be afraid
that 1 won't stick to you. All 1 want you to do is to let me four of the birrls lay fluttering on the grounrl, while tlie
rest flew awav in alarm .
go after you git through with me."
Dan Moone~· sprang to his feet a;:; though he had hePn
" I promise you that we'll do that," said the scout. "A
man as smart as you are oughter be <loin' somethin' else shot at.
"What's ther matter?" he cried.
tl1an forgin' people's names to pape1·s. You could make a
fortune by workin' in an honest game, I'll bet."
"l just shot something for breakfast, that's all," was the
it,"
at
whack
a
take
soon
I'll
"You j1Jst tell me how and
scout's reply. "Jest take a wash in thet brool1 over there
was the reply.
'
an' then we'll git somethin' to eat."
I'll see · The man did as he was told, while Charlie walkPrl over
Bottom with me an'how
"Well, you go over to SolidYou
you
must be careful
o it that you git a chance.
•t on ther way over, too. You're somewhat of a shooter, and gathered up the slain bird s.
Then the two got at them and i:;oon had them plucked
I know, but don't try it on me."
"I'll let you take my shooters an' keep 'em till we git and properly cleaned.
They washed them in the brook and thr.n salted them
over there, if you think you can't trust me."
"Never mind about that. I'll take t!;ler chances. I reckon and put them over the fire.
It was a pretty fair breakfast that they had, and as soon
that Sam Fo1·d will be very much surpri sed when he's told
ther reason W.e nry Stone won't buy his salted mine. Ha, as it was over they mounted their horse!' and headed Joi·
Solid Bottom.
•
·• '1$.
ha, ha!"
They rode fast, and a couple of houl' later the mining
The scout laughed heat-tily.
It was not so r.ery long afte1· the noonday hour when Lown was reached.
As they halted in front or the hotel the proprietor came
Cheyenne Charlie and Dan Mooney bade the edito1· goodby
out.
and set out for Solid Bottom.
"Your pards an' Mr. Stone al'e away somewhere, lookin'
The scout was satisfied that Mooney was sincere in hi;;
desire to get away from Miles Cit,y and earn an honest fol' ther young lady schoolmarm, who has bee11 kidnapped,"
JJe aid.
livinir.
~melting
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Yuung Wild West, Jim D:i.rl ~ind thf> capilalist seal'rhed
all day Sunday fo1· the missing girl, but they rould not find
:i. trace of he1'.
F'ol'd and Sam Dango had joined in the search with the
miners, and they appeared to be as ear.nest in theil' f'(torts
io find her: as any of the rest.
,
F'ord was playing a great game, and he knew it.
HP. felt thut the million rlollars was getting neare!' to
him all the time.
Tt was along toward nightfall that hf' conceivf'd anothel'
idea·.
He wrole ont a placard with 1hP following upon it:
'·To Henry Stone! Leave an answer here and let me
know what you are going to do abotlt getting the girl. r
am a little an'<ious about that million.
"CAPTAIN SUCCESS,

"Of the Masked Outlaw Band."
This he managerl to post upon a tree at the roadside, and
less than ten minutes later our friends found and read the
placard.
"That shows that they ain't far away," said Jim Dart.
"One of them is not, anyway," retorted Young Wild
West. "Boys, there is only one thing about it. We nkist
hunt closer by. It is getting dark now, so let us go back
to the hotel and get something· to eat. Charlie ought to be
back pretty soon, and he may be able to offer a suggestion.
Henry Stone had gro'wn haggard from worryfog, but he
still had great faith in Young Wild West.
Wild insisted on his eating something and managed to
get a pretty fair meal in him.
"You can depend on it that the girl has not been
harmed," he told him. "The villains are simply holding her
f91• ~ ransom, it seems. Before to-morrow morning I think
w will be able to locate where she is. I am g.oing to get
" little sleep before we start out again, though. We are
all in need of it, so you may as well avail yourself of the
opportunity."
They did turn in a few minutes later, and, being completely tired out, all three fell into a deep slumber.
It was something unusual for Young Wild West to oversleep himself, but it was long after daylight Monday morning when he awoke.
He sprang from his bed and hurriedly dressed himself,
arousing Jim as he did so.
Th0y got H enry Stone up in sho1t order and then all
hands went down anrl got a hunied breakfast.
Cheyenne Ch::11·lie had not' arrived yet, as they soon :found
out.
Thev told the landlord to tell Charlie when he came that
lhey v:ere out searchinJ?; for the girl, an<l then they started
straight for the claim of F'onl.
Wild was very cautious about it, too.
They kept in thf' woodR anrl shrubbery all they could, and
· l
Roon they camf' in f'lg 1t of the hole that the prospector
c·alled the Rha'ft of' hi 1: mine.
There was no one then' watching it. as far as they could
sPe.
Our hero thought he would take a· look into the place
and see if it wa s anything like it was when they had been
there.
Hp crept forward to the edge an<l peered over.
Then something happened that he had not figured on.
He was s~ized by a strong pair of arms and hauled downwarrl aR quick as a flash.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Fonl, stepping before Wild as he
landed at {he bottom of . the hole in the grasp of Sam
Dango. '·You thought you would catch us napping, eh,
Young Wild West? Well, I want you to know that 1 have
been looking for you to pay a visit to this place ever since
you left it on Saturday. I have had someone here to catch
you ever since then, so when I l'eceived the word that you
werf' coming through the woods I simply set a trap for you.
Your two frif'nds will be here with \'OU in a minute or
·
.
two."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a scuffling
was heard above, and then down came the villains, Odlum
:i.nd Gunn, with Jim Dart and Harry Stone.
"'v\' e caught 'em from behind mighty eas~r , boss," said
one of the men. "They was jest gittin' ready to rn.n to

•
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s~e what happened to Young Wild West when we tripped
.
'em up. Here they are, boss!"
'"All right! Drag them over here to lhP cham~ and
we'll soon have them hard and fast."
Wild had been temporarilv stunned from the fall down
the slope, and before hf' rerovererl hlmself he> WSS Rernrely
rhained to a rock.
'"Now, Mr. Stone>," said Ford, turning to the capitalist.
".H you are ready to sign the paper that will t1;1rn a million
rlollars over to me, all well and good. The mmute you do
so and all three of you give your solemn promise not to try
.
to harm me in the least way you can go."
"Mr. Stone will not sign the paper," spoke up Wild.
An ugly look came over the face of the prospector.
"He won't, eh?" he cried. "We'll see about that. Men,
get qp the1·e and stand ready to turn the water from the
brook down here. Last night's rain has f.wollen it to double
its size and it won't take but a few minntes to dro\\'11 theRP
thre>e fellows like rats in a trap."
"You are just what I set you down to be when I .first saw
you-a scheming scoundrel!" exclaimed om· hero. "But you
had better be mighty careful what you do now. You sal~ed
the mine and found it didn't work, ancl now you are going
to try and force Stone to buy the property. You can'\,
do it! And you dare not turn that water down here, and
you know it!"
"Dare not?" and Ford laughed mockingly. "Da1·e not?
Just wait and see."
He went up out of the hole and stood by the men wJ10
had picks and shovels ready to turn the water from itR
course.
"Have mercy on us!" shrieked Stone, as he saw the villains begin digging.
"Will you sign the paper?" came from above.
"No!" thundered Young Wild West.
"All right, then. Before you die let me tell you something that will please you. I am a criminal now, anyhow,
and I may as well go my whole length. I have the young
lady you have been searching for so long in my shanty.
She is going to become my bride after you have been
drowned and the hole filled up with the sand and clay up
here. That is pleasant, is it not?"
As he heard this, Henry Stone made a desperate attempt
to free himself, calling loudly for help at the same time.
"Hurry up and turn the water on them, bQys;" said Ford.
Wild cast a swift glance around him and saw that there
was no chance for the water to escape from the hole, unless
it might be through the split where the salting had baen
done.
The gold-dust and nuggets had been removed and the
place turned into a sort oJ' death prison, it seemed.
"Ford, don't you think you are making a big mistake?"
called out our hero in a tone of voice that was perfectly

cool.
"Oh, I guess not," wa~ the reply. "You are about the
only one I fear in this section, and wi.th you out of the
way it will be quite easy to go ahead with my schemes. I
have a man who will forge the name of Henry Stone to the
documents and I will go over and have tliem witn~ssed
and fi'lecl at the county clerk's office. I am not won,.•mg u
bit. I have been playing a double game .for that million,
and you can just bet that I am going to get it!"
"How much money have you got on your person, Hrnry?"
Wild asked, in a whisper.
"About five thousand dollars," was the reply,
"0.ffer it to the villains."
I Stone <;lid so, but a mockin~ laugh came back to thPm.
~'We w1ll get,your money aiter yo~1 are dro~ed," F?rd
said. 11 You don t • suppoi;;e we wouJd bur• you wit ut gomg
ere
through your clothes, do you'!· Now, just watch o
comes the \vater!"
Sure enough, the next minute the water came over the
edge and trickled down into the hole.
The three helpless · ones made another struggle to t1·ee
,
themselves.
But it was in vain.
The men above kept digging awg,y an .,.,on had the full
stream turned.
Then the rascally prospector leaneri over and cried:
n five minuiel'
"How about it now, Young Wild "~?
it will all be over with you." ·
'·Help! Help!" shrieked Henry Stone. "ls there no· one
to save us?"
.. Ha, ha, ha!" came from above .
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s
what they had underg one, but Stone was in a very nervou
.
state.
CHAP TER XII.
t
The men submit ted to bei1;1g made prisone rs of withou
CONCLU SION.
a struggl e.
begged for mercy, though , and were ready to make
when the allThey
of promis es.
Cheyen ne Charlie did not hesitat e an instant
kinds
Jim :Oa11;
landlor d to!~ him that Young Wild Westa and
paid no attenti on . to them.
Wild
h!fd
who
girl
were ~ut with the capital ist looking for
He found his weapon s, and so did Jim and Stone.
been kidnap ped.
he led the way toward the shanty .
Then
find
ed.
an'
go
"Come on!" he said to Dan Mooney. "We'll
"Ford said the young lady was in here," he observ
.
'em."
whethe r he was lying or not."
out
find
will
"We
to
"All right," retorte d the forger ' who had promis ed
"He wasn't !yin'," spoke up Sam Dango. "She's there,
lead an honest life.
safe an' sound. "
·
They rode off.
"And you knew it when you brough t the note to the hotel
ty
proper
Somehow it struck the scout to ride over to the
Saturd ay night 1 didn't you?" said our hero.
owned by Sam Ford.
"Yes, I knowed it," was the reply.
sight
in
who was
They rode along at a rapid gait and soon can1e
"I took you to be a big, harmle ss, bad man,
dark,
the
in
alone
was
he
when
of the shanty .
shadow
own
his
of
afraid
as
little
the
mind,
on
of
g
turn
standin
rous
men
murde
five
a
of
saw
are
they
you
minute
that
next
find
I
~he
but
Sam
neck,
your
around
good
look
will
rope
a
Well,
eminenc_e that overlooked the salted mine.
well.
Charlie saw Ford among them.
Dango. "
teeth beHe was shakin g his fist at someone below
"Mercy! Mercy! " cried the bad man, and hisWild
.
West.
Young
,
hanged
me
have
"Don't
.
chatter
"Come, ~ooney!" he cried, and away they dashed
to
heard gan
lie
never
I'll
will.
my
ag'in
ss
busine
this
all
T.he roaring of the stl·eam kept them from being
per- I was adoin'
,me."
three
on
of
up
let
heads
the
you'll
if
see
to
life
my
in
enough
ag'in
near
thing
were
~hey
tricky
tmtil
or do
sons Just above the water.
Young Wild West made no reply.
hair.
it
flowing
his
by
West
Wild
Young
ized
recogn
Charlie
He had reached the door of the shanty , and, finding
he
as
voice
"Stop that water! " he shouted , in a ringing"Fill
walked boldly inside.
open,
that
~p
,"
covered the group of villains with his rifle. Hurry up you
"Your sweeth eart is in there, if anywh ere in the shanty
outlet, or lead will fly among you fellers.
he said to Stone, pointin g to the door of the other apart'
measly coyote s!"
ment.
Ford and his men were dumbfo unded.
There was a key in the lock, so the capital ist hmTied over
began
once
at
he
rifle
·
leveled
the
saw
~ango
~hen Sam
unlock ed the door.
and
rolling stones in the outlet .to stop the water.
it was that a cry of joy sounde d and two forms
Then
All but Ford started to help him.
in each other's arms.
go, now, were clasped
were left . to themse lves for a few minute s, our
"~ol<l: up your hands! " cried Charlie . "Up they
lovers
The
or it will be your last second on earth!"
friends going outside .
Ford threw up his hands and took an involu ntary step
When they finally came out both looked very happy.
y," said
back at the same time.
"Miss Norris says that she was treated roughl
the edge of Stone.
were simply holding her with the
villains
He had not calcula ted on being so close toand
"Tl)e
fell over
me."
the hole, and before he knew it .h e slipped
expect ation of being paid a big ransom by right,"
remark ed
backwa rd.
Ford has got his reward , all
"Well,
are we going to do with the other felwhat
po~n he went, strikin g the water with a splash.
"Now,
Wild.
Git that . water stoppe d!" yelled Charlie . "Hurry up!"
to lows?" 'em!" spoke up Cheyen ne Charlie . "I've got ther
Mooney sl!d from the back of his horse and hasten ed
"Hang
Ford had,
help the men. ,
man here what signed ther names to ther papers
openthe
into
hurled
were
earth
an?
rock
to ther whole plot. I seen ther coned
confess
he's
. The pieces of
an'
s
g works
ing that had been .dug_ in short order, and in ten minute tractor s what was suppos ed ta build ther smeltin
no such a thing was in ther wind.
that
no. water was runnin g into the hole
found
an'
here
and when Here's Dan Mooney, here, an' he'll 't ell you all about it,
. Charlie had been keepin g watch o~ those below,
in
•
he sa,w . that the water was fast going down he nodded
Mr. Stone."
a satisfie d manne r.
The forger did tell all about it, and his hearer s werA
arrived
I
reckon
"I
out.
called
he
. "It:s a_ll right, Wild!"
surpris ed when they heard it all.
Jest in time, though ."
"Well," said Wild, "if you wai;t any furthe r advice, Henry,
you
be pleased to give it to you."
"That's right, Charlie ," came the answer . "I guess
will
I
· you?"
ed, Wild," was the answer .
had better order our friend here t<;> releas& us, hadn't
"Proce
ent
up to his
~ur. hero nodded to where Fora was standin g
"Go and get Miss Norris release d from her tagreem
and take her to the neares minist er.
here
waist in the water.
school
teach
to
the
gold
. "~ight you are!" and the scout turned his rifle upon
Then light out for your home and never think of
·
villamo uus prospe ctor.
'
again/
mining
out.· .
;;set' ';!m l~ose and hurry about it!" he bawled
"By jove!" exclaim ed the capital ist, graspi ng Wild's hancl..
All right, was the reply, and he began wading toward "I conside r that very good advice, and I am going to act
them ..
upon it."
When he was within six feet of our hero he halted
As they were ready to go back to the :hotel Wild turned
you
though
as
looks
"it
he,
said
"Young Wild West,"
took a look at the prisone rs.
and
But you will
light
have b~aten me at my double game, after all. kill
guess you fellows can gq," he said. "You canBut
"I
you!"
if
and begin all over again.
place
other
never live t? glo~t over it, for I am going to his belt
some
to
out
and
on bein§I' scound rels look out for me if I ever run
As he said this Ford drew a knife from
keep
you
again! ' ·
surged throug h the water toward our hero.
Charlie across ayou
U:P. i;ever rea~hed. Young Wild West, for Cheyen ne
motion from him Jim Dart cut them loose.
At
tracks.
!us
m
::not hun dead
They were profus e in their thanks and went to get their
h
The knife droppe d from liis hand and Ford sank beneat horses, so they could get away from the town as soon as
the water.
, possible.
"I'll send one of ther others down " called out Charlie
There is but little more to be told.
ed.
happen
had
much
just as though nothing
Mooney secured a positio n with Seehof f, the little
Dan
go
and his
Then he turned to one of the villains and bade him
who runs the Blazer saloon, and then Wild
man
Bottom with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stone.
down and release the prisone rs.
Solid
left
rs
partne
It was Odium, ~d fi.e did not hesitat e an instant . to do it
The school trustee s were very much put out, but they
He went down, and it took him some little· time
d that they did not blame the girl.
declare
'
WEST 'S
since he had to work partly under the water.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUN G WILD
Wild
OF
BAND
ED
MASK
But i~ was finally accomplished, and then Young
THE
OR,
E;
ROUT
AND
the OVERL
West, Jim Da1·t and Henry Stone clambe red out of
"
PASS.
H
DEAT
place t~at had so nearly been their grave.
Charlie and Mooney held the other three villains under
their revolve rs.
for
Wild and Jim were appare ntly but little the worse
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CURRENT NEWS
A mysterious woman, living alone in a cabin in
the sand dunes of Porter County, Ind., has attracted
attention. She takes daily lips in Lake Michigan
without a bathing suit. She is said to be either a
Chicago teacher who disappeared two years ago, or
an heiress of Walla Walla, Wash., who has been missing from her home two years.

out her family. So far, the chicks have not yet set
their feet on the ground, and the old hen carries
their food up to them. The owner highly prizes
the hen, and will allow no one to disturb her unique
abode.

The trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
of McGregor, Iowa, have taken effective means of
A mule belonging to Claude Ridgway, of La Ha- inducing Sunday attendance in posting the followbra, Cal., and which usually subsists on hay, was i~g notice in the .churchyard: "~t c~st the M.ethofound recently making away with a half-grown d~st Church considerabl~ to mamt~m a · dramage
chicken. In spite of every known inducement .to de.- · ~itch arom~d the church m order to ~eep ,t he .water
sist he continued to munch chicken until the last :j'r9m . fl.oodmg the basement. Parties are m the
feather had disappeared. Whenever he has a cJ;i.ance };labit of digging earth w~rms in this ditch, whi~h
\causes the water to run mto the basement. This
now, he dines surreptitiously on spring chicken.
practice must be stopped at once. By order of the
chur.ch board." Anglers say the trustees know the
How an old hen that had built her nest in their churchyard is the only good place to dig worms in
thresher and was not disturbed from her motherly McGregor, and that. :ho one can go fishing Sundays
duty by the grinding and whirring of the machinery without bait.
is an incident being related .by Scott Brothers, of
near Bentleyville, Pa. More than seventy-fiv-e bushA cave in which, on a solid rock wall, there is the
els of grain had been sorted from the straw and imprint of a human hand as if it were made when
chaff, when they had occasion to examine the inside the rock was plastic has been discovereq on the ·
of the machine. To their surprise they found the farm of John W. Weist, in Dry Rock Canyon, eight
hen covered with dust and chaff, sitting on her nest. miles northwest of Vernal, Utah. On the rock are
all sorts of hieroglyphics, and the cave contained
A heavy draught horse of Allentown, Pa., enacted the skeleton of a child wrapped in bark, Indian fash~
the role of a picketpocket recently. The discovery ion. In removing ash heaps, Weist found corncobs,
~f the horse's crime was made by his driver, Wayne a few grains of corn and an arrow of cane spiked
Wenner, who, while dr iving along the street, saw a with greasewood. He regrets now that he did not
gold watch and chain dangling from the animal's preserve the kernels of corn and plant them in hope
tail, and the theory is that as Prince switched his that corn of an ancient culture might be again protail to keep off the flies he extracted the time-piece duced, but at the time he thought, of course, their
from the vest pocket of a pedestrian. Wenner is presence amo,ng the ashes precluded the possibility
looking for the owner of the watch.
of life gQrms being i·etained. The arr~w was kept,
but the bark-wrapped skeleton was put info a fiveThe new German War Usury Bureau has justi- gallon can and burned.
fied its existence by uncovering widely ramified food
Roger Newton, a University of Wisconsin gradufrauds, accordfog to .reports received at London.
The frauds are said to involve a half dozen leaders ate, of Globe, Ariz., has discovered that his wife
and 100 accomplices, who smuggled hundreds of tons he married nine years ago, is his sister. Newton,
of wheat, rye and barley fl.our from the Province whose real name is George Porter, is the son of a
of West Prussia to Berlin, where it was sold at a carpenter in Spokane, Wash. When his father was
profit of 300 per cent. The fl.our was concealed from injured George was placed in an orphanage. H e
Goverrunent stock takers by shipping it on night was ad~pted later by Howard Newton, who moved
trains a s potatoes or machinery. Among the men ;East. His adopted parents educated him at the
University of Wisconsin. After leaving college, Porinyolved were Government officials.
ter, who had taken the name of Newton, returned
the Pacific Northwest. While in Portland, Ore.,
to
Perched twenty feet in the air, an old hen on the
farm of former United States Ma1·shal John Can- he married Miss Elizabeth Porter. The othel' d~y
non Short, of Geor getown, Del., has hatched out ten Newton found a locket in an old trunk. He opened
chicks where the whole family is now making their it and found a tintype of his parents. When he
aerial home. The nest is in a large tree and is showed it tQ his wife, she fainted. The picture
reached by a forty-foot ·ladder which lies against was one of her own father and mother. She had
an adjoining building. The hen climbed the ladder known of a brother, but had never hear d what had
and made her nest in the tree, and there she hatcheq become of him.
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DRIVEN OUT WEST
OR

THE BOY TENDERFOOT OF LUCKY STRIKE
------By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY.)
When Bill Boggs' gang gaYe that fierce yell they
CHAPTER VI (Continued).
jumping down from the ledges and quickly
came
claim'?"
the
jumped
gang
his
and
Boggs
"You say
"They did. They did. All of 'em seems ter have overpowered and bound the two riders.
" ow we've got 'em!" chuckled the villain, as he
plenty of dust ter blow in at Lucky Strike, an' I
reckon as they're a-talkin' it out of thet mine as fast glared at Harry and his friend. "They thought they
as they need it. Anyhow, they are camped in ther were foolin' me. But, by thunder, I'll show 'em as
cave at ther entrance ter ther mine, an' nobody Bill Boggs ain't no easy mark fer a boy tenderfoot
seems able ter reach 'em or ter drive 'em out. an' a no-good galoot like Mustang Dan. Grab them
thar hosses, boys!"
We're a-goin' ter have trouble with 'em, boy."
"Oh, I'm not afraid of the whole crowd," laughed
Harry saw two of the gang seize the frightened
Harry, carnlessly.
bronchos.
As they proceeded up the mountain they saw "Caught us in a trap, didn't you'?" he asked coolly.
miners working sluices and cradles in the stream,
"You bet," replied Boggs. "An' this will be your
while others were digging for the precious metal finish. I heerd yer tell in' James Leland you owned
among the rocks.
ther Jennie Mccartin mine, an' as I wuz a-tryin' ter
'They finally struck into a pine woods through palm off a forged deed on him. An' l know how yer
which the stream woupd its way, and reaching a nar- wuz a-goin' ter trap me in the end an' give me ther
row defile on the other side, they caught view of a rush ter prison. But it ain't no use. We wuz exwaterfall tumbling over the rocks ahead.
pectin' yer ter come up· hyar this mornin' sci we laid'
.Just then a pebble came down the rocks with a fer yer. An' hyer yer be, in my clutches, all right. 1'
J.o11d clatter.
Although Hany ielt a sense of blank dismay over
Oan reined in his mustang, and his hand flew to
failure of his plan. he was very careful not to let
the
the butt of his revolver as he glanced suspiciously
the man see it.
around.
Dan had revived, and he now sat up and ovened a
"What's the matter?" asked Harry.
of abuse upon his captors that showed plainly
flood
By way of reply a number of men arose on the
ledges on each side· of the defile. They were a vil- how enraged he was.
"Wait till I get out o' this!" he roared. "You jest
fainous-looking crowd.
Among them was Boggs, and he swung a lasso in wait, Bill, an' if I don't give yer ther wust beatin'
his hand, while his lieutenant on the other side of yer ever had in all yer life, yer kin · shoot me fer a
howlin' catamount !"
the pass held another lariat.
Just as Harry spoke the outlaws leL the lassoes fly.
"Git out!" replied the villain. "Quit yer blowin'.
One caught the boy tenderfoot around the arms You ain't never go in' ter git free ter do nuthi11 '.
and jerked him from the saddle . . The second noose Hear wot I say: Yer doomed. You an' this kid is
settled around Mustang Dan and pulled him over in our way. Fer our own safety we've got ter plant
backward.
yer deep. Make up yer mind yer won't return ter
The terrified bl'Onchos began to rear up and plunge Lucky Strike alive."
about, and a yell of exultation escaped the gang t -f "See here, Bill," interposed Hany, "you can't scare
cies.peradoes.
I us worth a cent with your threats. Dan and I know
I what a big bluff you are, and you can depend upon it
that we are going to wipe out your gang in a ver.v
CHAPTER VII.
short time. When I gei the drop on you again I'll
have no mercy."
lN THE GOLD MINE.
It was of no use for Harry or Dan to struggle, for i "Say, tenderfoot," hissed the outlav>' in a teJTibk
Uie men held the lassoes taut, and while the boy'sJ voice, "don't yer realize that yer gain' ter die·:
arms \\'ere pinioned to his sides. the si::ou~ V'tls half . Can·t ;ver git it inter ye1· head that we are a-goin' tei·
J kill yel''? \Yo\ is ther use o.f yer talkin' about wot yer
choked·to death on his broncho's back.

I
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a-goin' ter do when yer know werry well as yer will
be dead inside of an hour'?"
"Oh, you can't kill us," said the boy, coolly. "It's
impossible for you to do it."
"Jest yer wait an' I'll show yer !" growled Bill,
savagely.
Then he ordered his men to follow him with the
prisoners and their bronchos, and he walked rapidly
up the pass, the rest following.
Upon reaching the rock-bound basin into which
the fall came down, a flood of the morning sunlight
fell upon them.
There came a dull roar from the fall and above
it rose the twitter of birds in the trees' and bushes
on all sides.
Boggs walked straight through the sheet of falling
water, and in following him all the r~st got slightly
wet.
Behind the fall was a huge opening in the face of
the rocks, which they penetrated, and they emerged
into a big cavern.
Here several lamps broke the gloom, and Harry
glanced around and saw a tunnel at the rear which
he judged was the entrance to the Jennie McCartin
gold mine.
· A number of saddle horses were tethered in the
cave, and the place contained stores of food, heaps
of leaves that served as beds, and at one side stood
an old greasy stove and numerous saddles, bridles,
firearms, and a table on which laid a pack of cards.
The two prisoners were flung roughly on the
leaves, and Boggs and his men held a whispered consultation about them back in the cave.
In the midst of it a guard came running . in and
shouted:
"Lay low, boys! Mr. Leland and his daughter are
coming."
"Bring 'em right in hyar," exclaimed Boggs, with
a scowl.
The guard nodded and hurried out again, and
Boggs exclaimed :
"Boys, I've got an engagement ter meet them hyar.
As long as ther rich banker may not buy ther mine,
our best course will be ter grab him an' his darter an'
hold 'em fer ransom."
"Bill,'"interpo ed one of his men, "don't be a fool."
"Wot d'yer mean by that'?" demanded Boggs.
"Ain't that lad got ther deed of ther claim?"
"Hem st hev it."
"Well, take it away from him, hide ther prisoners,
and when Leland comes in show him ,the original
deed and tell him you bought it from the boy and are
'
\\illing to sell it to him."
"Good enough!" eagerly exdaimed Lhe Yillain,
brightening up as the possibilities of this scheme
dawned on his mind. "ThaL's ther plan. We'll git
his money yeL."
He spoke to two of his men, and Lhey fed the prisoners through a tunnel into a small ante-chamber
where they were completely hidden from the view
of Leland when he was conducted into the cave.
Boggs began to search Harry for the papers.

To his dismay, however, he failed to find them
for the boy had hidden them in his 'shoe, and a dark
scowl gathered on the man's brow.
Finally he gave up the search and demanded:
"What hev yer done with them thar papers, boy'?"
"Hid them," replied Harry, cool iy.
"Whar?"
"In Lucky Sfrike."
"Name ther spot."
1
' I won't!"
"Then I'll make yer."
"You can't, Bill."
Before the rascal could say any more one of the
gang rushed in excitedly and said to the man.
"Leland an' his darter is in ther cave. Come on."
"All right. I'll go an' chuck a bluff inter them.
Y.o~ remain hyar, an' ~f these ~ellers raise any fuss,
hit em on ther head with yer rifle."
So saying, he hurried out into the main cavern,
and there met Mr. LelQ.nd and his daughter Carrie
and said to them:
"Glad yer come. I'll show yer ther mine. These
fellers is some of ther miners. Yer needn't mind
them. They're all good fellers."
. "What a peculiar place this is," said Canie, gfancmg around. "No one would suspect its existence
here."
"Right yer are, miss," assented Boggs, with an ad~
miring glance at her. "It wuz found by accident by
a feller named Cowboy Charley. He turned ther
claim over ter a tenderfoot named Harry Nevada,
an' I've jest bought it from ther kid, who lit out fer
New York. Young Nevada wuz a sly duck-one of
ther crookedest fellers yer ever seen. He could lie as
fast as a horse could trot, an' had a way of makin'
people believe everything he told 'em. Why, d'yer
know wot he done? Told everybody I wuz an outlaw
with a gang of crooks jumpin' this claim. He wuz a
enemy of mine, an' thet's why he done it. But he's
gone now, so I'll say no more about him."
Mr. Leland and his daughter exchanged glances of
dismay.
The villain's plausible words had m;ide a bad impression on their minds, and they began to secretly
mistrust Harry, and came to the conclusion that
Boggs was not as bad as they had been led to believe
he was.
"So that's the sort of a fellow he is, eh'!" queried
the old banker.
"Fer a \Joy he's a pretty bad egg, sir."
"Well," remarked Mr. Leland, "it makes very litUe difference to me who really owns this mine so
long as I can gel a clear tiLle to it. I am here to buy
and noL to champion anybody. It's up to y.ou tc.
show me the claim. If iL meeLs my approval 1'11
buy it."
"Foller nte. i\Ir. Leland, an' l'll show yer ther shaft
ole Cowboy Charley sunk in this hill. You kir
judge fer ,verse1f what the!'. claim is wuLh."
(To be continued.)
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· FACTS WORTH READING
. PRINTING INSIDE AN EGG.
.
IEven poker playing is becoming an almost lost art.
Rivaling at least, 'i f not transcending in import- As an evidence of the falling off in this one-time
ance, the famous question asked by a former king great national game, it may be stated that few
of England as to how the apple got inside the dump- people realize that there now exists an unpreceling is the question that Mrs. Sarah C. Williams dented shortage of poker chips, due to the war
of Cross Street, Quincy, Mass., would like to have across the seas.
The knowledge of this threatened crisis has caused
scientists, ornithologists or anybody else answer.
Mrs. Williams broke open an egg recently, after 2, world-wide search to be made for the mineral
the egg had b~en boiled. Inside she found a piece known as barite, which enters largely into the manuof newspaper about half an inch long and an eighth facture of poker chips. In the days before the forof an inch wide. There were a few lines of print on eign war barite came chiefly from Austria, it is
the paper, and Mrs. Williams could make out these stated.
,
.
words, "To be known," and, underneath, "go to."
It is well known to mineralogists that the Llano
The egg was in good condition.
region contains many rare and little known metals.
'l'his fact caused a search for barite to be institt~ted
here, with the result that a large deposit of the metal
MINNESOTA'S WAR SHAFTS.
has just been discovered ten miles north of town.
Minnesota has recently erected monuments in the The poker chip supply will soon be replenished from
National Cemetery at Little Rock, Ark.; Memphis, this new source of raw material.
Barite is also used in the enameling of iron and
Tenn., and Andersonville, Ga., to the memory of
Minnesota volunteers who lost their lives in the steel, the manufacture of paints, the coating of lin-·
Civil War and were buried in these cemeteries. oleums and oilcloths and the adulteration of sugar.
There are 162 buried in Little Rock, 189 in Memphis and 95 in Andersonville.
BE KIND TO THE HORSE.
Each monument consists of a bronze statue of
Be kind to the horse, says "The Indian Farmer."
a private soldier of heroic size, fixed upon a massive
granite pedestal. The three monuments have been Don't berate him because he does something which
dedicated within the last two weeks. The ceremonies should not have been done. Perhaps he had the right
at Andersonville were held recently. The monu- motive, but in his dumb way .was unable to express
ments were contracted for after the Minnesota Leg- it. Perhaps he wanted to help .YOU, possibly he
islature had appointed a commission for that pur- meant no evil, though outwardly he seemed perverse
and stubborn. Give him credit for at least trying to
pose.
be good, for there are few horses which are naturally bad.
SHERIDAN'S STATUE UNVEILED IN ALBANY.
Many persons take it for granted that when a
A bronze equestrian statue of Gen. Phil Sheridan horse does wrong he intended to do so, and they
by J. Q. A. Ward, paid for by joint contributions therefore punish him for it. Now, this action only
by the State and Albany, N. Y., his birthplace, was aggravates the matter, and if continued will result
·mveiled October 7th on the plaza in front of the in an incorrigible animal, made so solely from misCapitol.
·
treatment by his master. This and this only explains
Veterans from all parts of the country, including why some horses are bad.
half a hundred who served under Sheridan in the
The best policy is to be kind to the horse. ReShenandoah campaign, participated in the cere- member that he is a dw11b animal. Don't expect as
monies-a memorial mass, a street parade and much understanding from .him as you expect of men.
:-;peeches by Governor Whitman and ex-Governor Remember that of all the animals which aid man, the
Glynn. Detachments of the regular arm~ the Na- horse is the most useful. Give him credit for that.
~tional Gua~d, ~panish War v~te~a~s, Boy .sco_uts, Don't think him mean, for, unless made so by man,
2,000 schoo. children and many c1v1c orgamzat10ns he seldom is. Don't punish him for every wrong he
t0ok part.
.
,
.
.does, for possibly they are not so int~nded. Try to
General Sheridan s widow and daughter were put yourself in his place and don't forget that he is
guests of honor .. The day was observed as a holiday a slave.
'
by tho proclamation of Mayor Stevens.
Be kind to him, and see for yourself if your work
does not proceed more smoothly than ever before.
Follow the Golden Rule; and treat your horse as you
POKER CHIP MATERIAL FROM TEXAS.
would 'wish hifn to treat you if your positions were
It has been several years since open ga1i1bling was reversed. Investigate for once, and you will never
allowed in Texas and other parts of the Southwest. say again that kind11ess doesn't pay.
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MR. WALL OF WALL STREET
OR

The Man Who Came from the Klondike
By DICK ELLISON
(A

SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XIV (Continued).
"There can't be any question about that. I fell in
with the fellow by accident, and learned that he had
seen Mr. Wall. It was he who put the proposition to
me to do the old man up arid rob him of the money
he is supposed to have. His kind are all cowards;
they'll steal whatever they can lay hands on, and
they will kill each other in drunken fights, but when
it comes to deliberate murder they are not in it.
They are horribly afraid of the electric chair. It has
taken a lot of talk and trouble to work this thing up."
"And what do you really propose ·to do?" asked
Fred.
"Well, that depends. Almost anything to get Mr.
Wall, of course. I don't care to go to the bother of
arresting these fellows .. As soon as they show me
the house I shall try to invent some excuse to scare
them off."
"And that's not so easily done."
"Easier than you think, perhaps. It seems that
this old-farm-house is supposed to be haunted, and
'the people in the neighborhood give it a wide berth.
What's going to be the matter with me seeing a
ghost? They'll run like a pair of sheep then. I'll
run with them for a way while you can stop behind
and interview Mr. Wall."
"That might work."
"I'm depending on it; but if it don't, why, then we
shall have to try some other saheme."
"Well, if it comes to a fight, count me in,'' said
\
Fred quietly.
"Come, that's the way to talk, and I'm glad to hear
you say it," replied Dick Ditchett.
"And you didn't think I would say it?"
"I don't say that. If I had believed you to be a
coward, Fred, then you wouldn't be here to-night.
Are you armed?"
"No."
"I am going to slip you one of my revolvers, for I
have two. Put your hand behind you. We must take
no chances on those two fellows looking around."
The revolver was passed, and Fred pocketed it.
By this time they had crossed the bridge over
Newtown Creek, and were ascending a slight rise.
Pete and Mr. Dabney turned down the first street
they came to, and pushed on in the direction of that
desolate district known as Laurel Hill.

Several turns were made, and but few persons
were passed. As yet no policeman had been seen. ·
At last Pete turned down a country lane, on which
no houses could be seen, although there were several
small frame houses of modern build visible off in the
lots on their left.
But a turn soon brought a house into view, fronting on the lane.
It was an old two-story affair, built in the antique
style of the Long Island farmhouses in this section,
a few of which still remain.
As they drew nearer Fred saw that the building
was almost in ruins.
The roof had all fall en in at one end, and everywhere the shutt~rs had been wrenched off, and the
·
windows broken.
"Surely no one can live in that old wreck," he said
to the detective.
"Well, I don't know that it's our place," replied
Dick Ditchett, "but it seems to me just the hangout
a man like Mr. Wall would be apt to choose."
As the detective spoke Pete and Mr. Dabney
halted and waited for them to come up.
"There you are," said the former. "Dat's .where
I seen de old guy go in."
"It's a desperate looking place," said Dick.
"You don't ketch me in dere," said Mr. Dabney.
"I slept dere one night a year ago last winter. I'm
not in it now."
"Why?" asked Dick.
Pete answered for his side partner.
"It's ghosts," he said, with a coarse laugh. "De
old point is full of dem, according to Jim."
"Well, mebbe you'd tink so, too, if you'd seen what
I seen,'' growled Mr. Dabney. "I told you from de
start dat I wouldn't go in."
"That's what you did, Jim, and nobody's asking
you to," replied Pete. "Dat's what we brung dese
gents along for, I s'pose. I don't go in myself. On'y
for dat I wouldn't have took up wid Dick here. He
ain't afraid."
"What's de reason I hain't ?" retorted the detective. "I don't care for ghosts any mote than you do.
I won't go in neither, not till I know what's doing.
But my partner here hain't afraid. Are you, Fred?"
"Not a bit," replied Fred. "I don't believe in
.
ghosts."
"Den you are de very feller we want," said Pete.

•
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"Go on in and find out what room de old guy sleeps
in. Will you do him up den?"
'"Dat's my job," said Dick DitrheU. "Let Fred
gn ahead. and if he don't see no ghosts I'm ready to
do de rest. Here, ynu take dis dark lantern , Fred.
Bust ahead no\v, and see what you ran find."
Fred took the lantern and started 011 toward the
mysterious house.
CHAPTER XV.
'l' HE MAN WHO WAP. MADF. OP GOLD.

. As Fred drew near the haunted house hr tbok
pains to study its location.
It stood well back from the lane, and behind it the
ground sloped abruptly, going down into a deep
hollow.
Beyond the hollow the ground rose to a much
greater height than the lane, and beyond that hill
Fred knew that Newtown Creek must lie.
1
As he passed through the opening in the tumbledown fence, from which the gate had been carried
away, it seemed to him that he could smell smoke,
:md sure enough he now saw a thin column ascending
through the b:r;eak in the roof.
"What's this? Is the place on fire? he asked himself, as he passed through the door.
He hardly knew what was expected of him in case
he found Mr. Wall.
Inside the smell of smoke was plainer, and Fred
could hear a crackling sound.
He hurried from room to room.
All were filled with smoke, and still he could not
locate the fire.
Now he ascended the stairs, and there, in the first
l'Oom.he entered, the discovery ·came.
Th." smoke was pouring out the door here, but the
strong draught from the broken windows and open
doo1· below sent it up through the hole in the roof.
Inside an old mattress in one corner was all ablaze,
while lying stretched upon the floor over by the window Fred saw a man.
"H's Mr. Wall! He's dead!" he gasped. "What on
earth does this mean?"
Now, near the mattress, Fred perceived an overturned lamp.
This told the story.
"Mr. W~l ! Mr. Wall!" he shouted, bending over
the banker and shaking him.
Dead? rot a bit of it!
Instantly Mr. Wall sprang to his feet.
"Fire!" he yelled. "Fire! Fire! Fire!"
Then, turning on Fred, he dealt him a stunning
blow between the eyes, and dashed out through the
•
open door.
It was really wonderful what strength the madmaR displayed.
If Fred had been hit by a professional pugilist he
could not have been floored more neatly; and the
worst of it was he fell directly upon the blazmg pi.le.

Unnecc:· a r~' to say, he scrambled up in a hurry.
His clothes had ignited in one or two places, and
·
his hands were slightly bmned.
Smothering the flames, and without stopping to
l'ero\'er hi s lantern, Fred rushed from the room almost sutfocated with the smoke. ·
His first intention had be(ln Lo rejoin Dick
Ditchett. And in the confusion he missed his bearings, and at the foot of the stairs ran out by the back
door instead of the front.
There stood the banker staring at the burning
building.
Over in the lane Fred could :::.ee Pete and Mr.
Dabney nmning away, while DiC'k Ditrhett was on
the run toward the burning house.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!" bawled the bankel' again,
and away he dashed down into the hollow.
"It's up to me!" thought Fred. "J must not lose
sight of that man. Ditchett will follow us, of
course!"
• Now, Fred was a good runner, and no one would
have supposed that Mr. Wall would prove a better.
But madness lends superhuman strength, as is
well known, and Mr. Wall proved this then.
He flew over t,he ground like a deer.
Down into the holiow and up the hill beyond Fred
followed him, losing gro·und with every step.
At the brow of the hill the banker paused for an
instant, and looked back.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!" he shouted, again waving
his hands wildly.
Fred looked back then, expecting to see Dick
Ditchett, but the detective was not in view.
At the same instant Ml'. Wall disappeared ovel' the
brow of the hill.
Fred ran then as he had never run before.
Reaching the top of the hill, he found himself
looking down a bank so steep that he failed to see
how Mr. Wall could have descended it, yet there he
was running along the tracks of the Long· Island
Railroad which lay beneath.
How Fred got down the hill .he ha1·dly knew, but
he did somehow, and now, looking for the banker, he
saw him suddenly fall forward on the track. ·
At the same instant a sharp whistle was heard,
and the jieadlight of a locomoti\'e came into view
around the curve ahead.
"That settles it!" thought Fred. "I can never get
there in time to save him-never in the world!"
All the breath seemed to go out of the boy's body.
His heart beat as though it would burst.
But Fred ran on-ran as he had never nm .in all
'
his life before.
And he accomplished his purpose!
Just in time to drag him away from in front of
the train, Fed reached the prostrate man.
It was all he could do, though.
Missing his footing, he rolled down into the dry
ditch a longside the track, with Mr. Wall on top of
him.
A moment of confusion· followed.
(To .be continued.)
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TIMELY TOPICS
While drawing a pail of water from a cistern the
_ other night, Miss Mary Sheridan, seventy-five, of
36 West Eighteenth street, Whitestone, L. I., lost
her balance and was drowned. Her sister, Mrs.
Ellen Sheridan, witli. whom she resided, found the
body when she returned from an enand and went to
the cistern to get water.

.

Mo1·e freight passed through the Panama Can;:i,l
in July than in any ·m onth for a year, according- to
an official bulletin. Seventy-six vessels passed from
Lhe Atlantic to the Pacific; seventy-three in the reverse direction. They paid tolls of $460,123. Of
the number of ships using the canal in July twentyseven were An1erican, seventy-five British and
eleven Japanese.

.

N early a million persons have been made homeless
by one of the greatest floods on record in that section
of China where the American· Red Cross already
has spent $600,000 for flood protection. Reports to
the State Department from the American consul at
Nanking said the Hwai River had inundated an
area of 7 ,000 square miles in Anhui province. Appeals for aid have been sent out for the homeless.

How a boil brought good luck is a story that comes
to the Ind.u strial Commission from one of the "service members" in a Milwaukee factory. A girl in
the factory asked the service worker for advice
about a boil on her neck. It was the fifteenth she
had had in a few months. She earned $8 a week
The service worke1: took the girl to the 'free clinic,
where the physician discovered that the girl could
speak six languages, including Polish, Russian, German and English. The clinic had been looking for '
such a girl to help the doctors. So the girl ·with
the boil was employed at $18 a week. She is now
getting medical care for the boil and facilitating the
·w ork of the clinic.
A 'new electric cloth cutting device ha::> a thin,

I circular knife wl).ich revolves at a rate of 6,000 revo-

lutions per minute, which carries it through many
thicknesses of cloth which a cutter would not be able
to handle ·with the ordinary shears; and it does its
wol'l<;: so quickly that its capacity is limited only by
the ability of the operator to follow the pattern. The
passage of the knife through the m~erial takes the
keen edge off the knife rather quickly, and, in order
to take care of this, a small emery wheel is attached
to the device, where it is always ready for use, sc
that the knife may be sharp at all times. The revolving knife is secured directly to the motor and i~
driven by a small belt. The wejght of the motor as·
sists the operator in holding it down to the work.

A whetstone and ~n ax, said to be more than 100
years old, were found imbedded in the trunk of a
tree at Sandusky, 0. The tree is known to be 115
years old. ' Edward Smith found the articl.es cutting
down the tree. It is believed' the tree once was hollow near the ground and the a'rticles were placed in
The possibilities of utilizing the kaing grass oi
the interior for safe keeping, and that the tree grew Burma for paper-making have for some years pa::>t
together around· them.
been investigated by interested persons, in consultation with paper manufacturers in England, and it
Two toes a·m putated that he might pass entrance is now announced that the conversion of this grass
examination to West Point, Harold De Forest of into pulp can be accomplished in a simple and ecoWetmore has been discharged from a hospital m nomical manner. According to The J oumal of the
Atchison, Kan. He had what is known as "hammer London Chamber of Commerce, it is expected that
toes"-that is, two toes were drawn back and arrangements will soon be completed for the collec·
wouldn't straighten out. Those two toes wouldn't tion of the grass, its conversion into pulp, and H5
pass the examination and he was promised admit- shipment in this form to paper makers in the United
tance in case the toes were amputated.
Kingdori:1. The yield of unbleached pulp is 39 per
cent., calculated on the air-dry grass. This does not
For the last several weeks mountaineers who have compare badly with esparto grass, from \vhich about
made the ascent of Mount Hood have been contra- 4'3 per cent. of unbleached pulp is obtained. Kaing
dieting the statements of° authorities on •Northwest- grass grows in great profusion in alJ parts oC
em natural history by reports of having_ sighted Burma, frequently reaching a height of ten feet
\Yild sheep or goats high on the snowfields of the As a paper-making material it may be classed witl~
peak. A drove of the animals near the summit of esparto grass, and is much cheaper, though the
the snowpeak, huddled under the shelf of a glacial quality of the pulp is not quite so. good as that ob·
precipice, was recently seen by Hans and Paul Hoer- .tained with esparto. Esparto grass is to a iargt
lein, William Marshal, W. B. Arena and Ned Craw- extent cultivated, whereas kaing grass grows wilci
ford. 'I'he mystery was explained by P. H. Mohr, an~ is sometimes rank and coarse. By systematfr
:; young upper valley homesteader. who v.·as in the cutting, however, over properly preserved areas. ,,
city on business. "It's my h erd of Angoras run finer grass of uniform quality can be obtaitwd i11
1dld," said Mr. l\fohr.
a very short time.

/
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Good Current News Articles

Increasing quantities of vegetable waxes are being used in the manufacture of candles, boots and
furniture polishes and phonograph records, the chief
materials of this kind in common use being carnauba wax, Japan wax, and China wax; such products realize high pr'i.ces and find a good demand. A
product resembling carnauba wax is prepared in
Madagascar from the leaves of the raffia palm, which
is the source of the bass used by the gardeners.
The wax is obtained from the residues of the leaves
after the bass has been stripped off; it has approximately the same melting point (83 deg. C.) as
carnauba wax, and behaves in the same way toward solvents. Provided tMt care is taken in its
pre.paration to avoid inclusion of gritty impurities,
the wax should prove useful to manufacturers of
boot and furniture polishes.

.. .... ..

Grins and Chuckles

Ten years ago, while Mrs. Henry Martin con"As I understand it, you lecture ·on the subject of
ducted a hotel at Millerstown, Pa.,. a stranger, un- peace at any price." "No. My rates are $200 per
able to make change, left without paying a bill for lecture."
a night's lodging. She forgot the incident. Recently she received a $1-bill with a note of thanks
Grateful Patien~Doctor, I owe my life to you.
for waiting so long for a settlement.
·
Doctor-That's all right, sir; but I cannot take it in
payment of my services.
t
Wolfram deposits of a promising character, both
in quantity and quality, are now being :worked exDolly (age eight)-Why does the clock start all
perimentally near the banks of the Miramichi River over again when it gets to 12, Bobby'? Bobby-Bein New Brunswick. The American Consulate has cause 13 is an unlucky number, I suppose.
been informed by the owner of the property that
preliminary operations have resulted in the discovImmigrant-At least I am in free America. A
, ery of three veins, and that one of these, twenty- man can do pretty much as he pleases in this counsix inches thick, is now undergoing active develop- try, can't he'? N ative-Y-e-s; unless he's married."
ment.
Mrs. Sharp-Those two women don't speak any
Man has proven to be curiously unfitted for living more. Each said that she had the smartest child in
in a circular room. At the Minot Ledge lighthouse, town. Mrs. Carp-Which was right? Mrs. Sharpbeds, tables, benches, etc., are fitted to the circu- Neither; I have.
lar shape of the tower in otder to economize space,
and it is reported that five cases of well-developed Mother was looking at Bobbie's school report.
insanity, with a number of cases of lesser mental "Why, Bobbie," she exclaimed, "you have only 74 in
trouble, have developed among men employed there. deportment. I shall have to tell your father." "All. _
The specialists assert that with no angle on which right. Go ahead and tell him," said Bobbie. "He
it may rest, the eye roves around untjl the effect was bragging all over town when he got 74 in golf."
is maddening.
1
"We were slowly starving to death," said the faA remarkable campaign of ethnological and arch- mous explorer at the boarding-house table, "but we
aeological explorations, extending over three years, cut up our boots and made soup of them, and this
has recently been completed by an expedition from sustained life." "Hust! htish ! Not so loud," whisthe University of Pennsylvania, led by Dr. William pered the boarders on each side. "The landlady
C. Farabee. The expedition established headquar- might hear you."
ters at Para, and from that point made numerous
journeys up the Amazon and its tributaries, visiting
A lady, going from home for the day, locked everysome thirty Indian tribes, many of which had never thing up, and, for the grocer's benefit, wrote on a
seen a white man, and canying out archreologica1 card: "All out. Don't leave anything." This she
excavations. The party made a rich collection of stuck under the knocker on the front door. On her
burial urns. In SQlme regions these were found rest- return home she found her house ransacked, and all
ing on the surface of the ground, never having her choicest possessions gone. To the card on the
been placed in the earth.
door was added: "Thanks. We haven't left much!'
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At that time the first nine\ numbers of the Lan- ,,
had appeared.
terne
NO DUEL.
Its astonishing success had brought .into the
field a hundred_would-be rivals that lacked 11othing
By D. W. Stevens.
save Rochefort's sovereign popularity and nerve to
The sword-fish which laid Rochefort on his back achieve a like fortune.
o·ne of these ephemeral publications was the Inupon his bed of exile has called public attention anew
in which men of the passe police abused
flexible,
to the once famous Paris journalist.
as the worst of malefactm·s.
Rochefort
demonof
result
It has also had the unexpected
writers was Marchal, called De Bussy,
the
of
One.
for
press
French
the
of
indulgence
fond
the
strati11g
who died drunk in an alleyway.
this spoiled child of journalism.
Villemessant, who had at one time employed him
Neither the intemperate violence of his writings
a collecting agent, pronounced over him this charas
wholly
in
nor his political adventures have succeeded
funeral oration: "To-morrow they are
acteristic
public.
Fr~nch
the
of
affection
alienating the
The first cause of this indulgence is the admiration going to plant him."
The other writer was a Pole, a Count de Stamialways felt in France for wit and talent.
known as Stamir.
rowski,
Fifteen years ago Rochefort was the chroniqueur
fellows, the pair of them.
Dingy
Figaro.
the
of
Victor Noir and Blavet, J'ho . 'we1'<l
morning
One
"La
of
author
the
·
to
him
introduced
Someone
then writing for the Figaro, were eating bl'.ieakfast
Dame aux Camelias."
"Ah, monsieur!" cried Alexander Dumas, "I have together at a restaurant.
Suddenly, his face pallid, his' eyes starting out of
just been reading your chroniques. What a talent
·
his head, Rochefort burst into the room.
you have!"
In his hand he held the last number of the Irtflex:
After such a commendation from such a mouth, a
·
·
French writer c~n commit a great many follies with- ible.
sharp,
a
in
friends
two
his
to
said
he
!"
i~
"~ead
out losing favor.
voice.
Jerky
curiously
French
the
of
Another excuse for the indulgence
As they read, the blood mouhted to thE!ir forewhere Rochefort is concerned is his hot-headedness~
his chivalrous, blind courage, a quality which will heads, and disgust to their 1ips.
The paper was one long, villainous diatribe
always command Gallic sympathy.
Rochefort's daughter, a child of twelve
against
sweetness,
In fine, the good nature of the man, his
years.
bemadcap
his
friends,
and obligingness with his
"When I raised my eyes," says Blavet, "to the face
havior, have always made and kept him popular.
Cham, the caricaturist, who had a great admira- of the father stricken by so cowardly a blow, I was
tion for Rochefort's wit, could never understand his frightened. His eyes glared like those of a maniac."
"What are you going to do?" we asked, Noir and I,
.
friend's violence and exaggerations .
a breath.
n
i
.
ever
"will
days,
Lanterne
the
in
"No one," he said,
"What am I going to do? Parbleu, I am going to
be able to convince me· that Rochefort is not every
night carried off by masked bandits, who force him kill Rochette."
"Kill RochE!tte ! You are not in earnest? He is
to write these dreadful things, pistol at throat."
the ignorant publisher of the infamies. It is
only
charRochefort's
of
peculiarity
other
one
There is
acter of which the French people give him the benefit the .authors who deserve an exemplary punishment
.-not their tool.''
as of an extenuating character.
myself with
compromise
"I
Rochefort;
cried
"I!"
alIn the midst of univ.ersal skepticism, he has
l cross my
convicts!
escaped
these
policemen,.
these
showfamily,
the
in
believer
~ways been a fanatical
ing a passionate tenderness for his children, which sword with their poniards; I sign for them, even in
gave him a unique sentiment of fatherly devotion. their own blood, a certillcate of respectability !
When, in 1869, he had taken refuge in Belgium, Never! I am going to kill Rochette."
Say what they would, they could not budge him
afar from that boulevard which was his life, it was
this resolution.
from
exile.
an
him
made
that
his love for his daughter
When his rage was a little calmed, they said:
The story is a forgotten one, and was very badly
"You want to kill him with all the forms and ceretold at the time.
Of the four persons who knew the truth, Roche- monies, so as not to expose yourself to the ·enemies
fort has never deigned to open his lips; Victor N oir who spy your every action. We will be your secwas murdered soon after by Prince Pierre Bona- onds."
Rochefort consented on condition that the duel
parte; Rochette, the printer, in pr.osecuting Rochefort in the courts of the empire, gave a version of should be an immediate one.
The three men jumped into a carriage and were
the facts that was favorable to himself, and the
at the publisher's, Boulevard Mont Parnasse.
landed
alnot
was
journalist,
Paris
a
Blavet,
M.
fourth,
·Rochefort by this time had recovered his sang
lowed to testify on the trial.
BtJ.t hE! has . told the story since, and hete it is as froid, and almost smiled as he climbed the stairs.
After some minutes the printer, who had been nowe have it from his own lips:
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Wied by his foreman of the visit, made his appear- · This was the remark made more than twenty
nnce-a tough-looking fellow, solid as a Hercules, years ago by the mother of frs. Maggie Doyle,.
wife of a Fresno, Cal., policeman, when she gave her
six feet high.
daughter a rag doll.
one
like
looked
he
but
baby,
Victor oir was no
Mrs. Doyle has kept the doll for twenty years
by the side of him.
1 and has carried it in her trunk from one town to ·
The Colossus came in smiling obsequiously.
"Monsieur," said Rochefort, without any pream-1 another. Recently she unpacked the trunk and
ble,. "my name is Henri Rochefort. I need not ex- found that the stuffing was coming out of the doll.
She went to sew up the rip, but pulled out a little
plam my errand."
"I confess," stammered Rochette, " that I do not sack containing $180 in gold. Mrs. Doyle's mother
died ten years ago.
comprehend-'-"
intenupted
"You are going to comprehend,"
Rochefort, turning pale. "Do you acknowledge
ANIMAL IMITATORS.
having printe~ in the journal, the Inflexible, of
in-Which cats and dogs learn to open
Experiments
which you are the responsible conductor, an article
that animals and human beings
shown
have
doors
insulting Mlle. Rochefort?"
power to "catch the idea" of
their
in
greatly
differ
"Certainly. What of it?"
thus tested learned so
animals
The
things.
doing
daughter.
my
"What of it? Mlle. Rochefort is
long in opening the
so
for
continued
and
slowly
Do you accept the responsibili.ties for these inby some method
learn
to
appeared
they
that
doors
famous calumnies?"
and putting
recalling
of
way
human
the
than
other
"1 accept. the responsibility for eve1·yth ing I
successbeen
had
which
movement
the
practice
into
print."
"In that case," went on Rochefort, who was mak- ful in the last trial.
Similar tests of other animals have proved that
•ing a terrible effort. to .restrain himself, "if you are
a man of honor, and I hope you are, things will go on most of them are like dogs and cats in this respect,
although some, raccoons, for instance, and monkey_s,
smoothly. Your place, your hour, your weapons."
especially, stand closer to human beings in their
laugh.
great
a
gave
Rochette
methods of learning.
"Oh, •it's a duel you're after, is it'?"
Another question bearing up an animal's power
"Unless it is a contre> danse."
recall and be guided by ideas is this: Can an
to
Rochefort began to look dangerous again.
learn to do something new by watching and
animal
I
which
detail,
a
"But, my dear sir, you overlook
hasten to bring to your notice. I am a Spaniard, and im·itating another animal? Every one knows that
in my country we do not understand the duel except ani1nals imitate one another in doing things that
"come naturally" to them-that .is, if one rabbit
body to body, knife to right hand, mantle on left."
runs away, the others follow; if one chicken take
poniard.
dagger,
"'I'hat's all one to me-knife,
drink, the others will. But suppose a chicken is
a
street
the
to
down
go
us
Let
man.
your
cannon-I'm
shut up in a pen with food on the other side and
::m d have it out without any more delay."
can let itself out only if it pecks at a string in one
nochette did not laugh any longer.
corner, which is attached to a latch. Suppose, furHe stammered some unintelligible words.
how to
"Yes or no?" shouted Rochefort. "Will you give ther, that another chick that has learned
pecking
by
and
fm,
h
with
pen
the
in
put
is
out
get
me satisfaction for those lies printed by you about
the string escapes; will the chick that is watching
my daughter?"
likewise? asks the Washington Star.
do
A timid "No" was the response of the demoralized
have shown that it ·will not. It is
Experiments
Hercules.
by the e ·ample of its companion,
helped
all
at
not
It had hardly been uttered when a vigorous slap
the same slow, hit-or-miss method
by
learn
to
has
but
Jell on Rochette's mouth.
alone . . This is another indicaif
use
would
i.t
that
"Ah! Monsieur Rochefort," said the giant, supbetween an animal's mind
<lifference
the
of
tion
porting himself against the wall, "that was not
A human being would get
man.
of
mind
the
and
right."
from watching others,
action
right
the
of
idea
the
quietly
The three journalists laughed. Rochefort
the chicken imitates,
When
cannot.
chicken
the
but
card.
a
drew out
natural, instinctive
simple,
some
blindly,
imitates
it
".lf thal slap of mine hurts you, monsieur, you can
for a reason by
imitate
cannot
it
drinking;
like
act,
come for a plaster whenever you please."
of the act it
consequences
fortunate
the
observing
Eight days later Rochefort was condemned, on .the
•
imitates.
four
a
to
Rochette,
of
unsupported testimony
It is interesting to learn from experiments on
months' imprisonment. He fled to Brussels and the
at a zqo that they, unlike dogs, cats, chickmonkeys
·
house of Virtor Hugo.
ens and rats, but like human beings, do seem to be
able to profit by observing one another's behavior.
In a number of cases one monkey would pull out a
RAG DOLL HELD $180 GOLD.
plug or tug at a string after he had seen a companhandy
in
come
may
it
as
child,
"Keep this, my
get food in this way, but not before.
ion
day."
:wine
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POINTS

Several of these insects, placed in a glass jar, will
WAGNE R'S UNIQU E RECOR D.
sufficient light by which to read the smallest
give
several
in
Honus Wagner is unique in baseball
and when one rises in the air to any consider print,
for
batted
ever
who
man
Wajfs besides being the only
a beautifu l meteor slowly
.300 in seventee n successi ve years, and, never being able height, it resemble s
.
heavens
the
a holdout, he has worked for only one man in his crossing
A number of them flying through the air in diffe1'twent;v seasons in' major league baseball . He went
direction s on a dark night present a very pretty
ent
1897,
in
to work for Barney Dreyfus s in Louisvil le
ce, well calculate d to exCite the wonder, if
appearan
man
same
the
from
and he ·is still drawing his pay
of a person unacqua inted
in Pittsbur gh in 1916. No other active player has· not the supersti tious fears,
a phenome non.
strange
so
of
cause
the
worked for one man anywhe re near the same num- with
her of years.
SOMET HING ABOUT THE DIGGER INDIAN S.
The Digger Indians of Californ ia are, perhaps ,
the queerest tribe in America . They look as much
like the African as the Indian race, and their way
o:f living presents many strange features . . They
wander around in the deep· forests and sleep wherever night happens to overtake them. When they
boast of any covering at all, it is nothing but leaves
and grass. They, unlike the other America n tribes,
seem· to have no J"ace tradition s at all-wit h one
exceptio n. An old gray-bea rded Digger declares
that they were once ruled by a white woman called
We-ki-no. From his descript ion of this tradition al
ruler she must have been on a plane with Rider
was a great enchant ress.
NEW PLAN TO CAPTU RE CHICK EN THIEF. · Haggard 's "She." She
great dread even unto the
in
her
hold
Diggers
The
Using ·a little Sherlock Holmes system in order
her anger, so the
causing
one
Any
day.
present
Harry
red,
to discover how his chickens disappea
meet with mysteStroebe, of Appleto n, Wis., concocted a plan to cap- old Indian says, would certainly
o, so his story
We-ki-n
torture.
ture the chicken thief. He placed a gun loaded with rious ·and horrible
and leaves.
grass
of
made
hut
a
in
alon€
lived
powder in such a position that when the visitor enter went,
each day
her
to
carried
food
special
on
lived
She
· Lhe coop it would discharg e.
actribe,
the
of
woman
Early in the morning , when all was quiet on by the handsom est man or
never
she
and
infant,
t
younges
Stroebe Island and Mr. Stroebe was deep in slumber , compani ed by the
the Diggers . She wa1'.
a loud report was heard. Ah, thought Mr. Stroebe, appeare d personal ly among
she-bear . The Digtame
a
by
ted
represen
always
d
my scheme has worked. He immedia tely proceede
and never fight nor
people
peaceful
very
a
are
gers
;;Jy
brilliu
tail
coat
a
to the scene of action to find
persiste nt thieves .
are
them
tell lies, but many of
.
illumina ted speeding to safety.
far as buying i::
as
money
for
use
no
•i.\,s .. far as the eye could see the burni·ng coattail They have
to get hold of a
happen
do
they
if
and
d,
concerne
sped on.
piece of silver or gold, they at once bury it ?n the
The thief did· not take a chick that time.
belief that they may use it after their death. They
absolute ly refused to do any sort of work. They
will eat anythin g-cat, skunk, mink, snake, ants,
MEXIC AN FIREFL IES.
The native ants,
A gentlem an travelin g -from Californ ia to V!'lra bugs and certain kinds of worms.
fond of. Also,
ly
especial
are
Cruz came across millions of fireflies, near J ala pa, big black ones, they
as a food. In
ppers
grassho
the
,esteem
highly
they
one of the most beautifu l cities in Mexico.
the cougar OJ;
inhabit
they
which
country
rough
the
ly
He says the road from this point was brilliant
believe
Diggers
the
and
roail1S,
still
lion
n
mountai
a
al"e
These
fireflies.
illumina ted with myriads of
meet
they
If
cougars.
bug about the size of an ordinary roach, and emit that when dead they become
who
one
some
of
name
the
by
it
call
they
a light almost equal to that of a sniall wax taper. It a cougar
this
in
d
embodie
is
suppose,
they
who,
and
died,
has
of
is not the occasion al sparkle of the little firefly
think
they
.right,
guess
they
If
beast.
ar
particul
from
ng
proceedi
our country, but a continua l blaze,
into the form of t.he
tne eyes, as well as from two points beneath the the cougar will at once change
well.
be
will
a.11
and
person named
wings.
,
A MYSTE RIOUS MAZE.
is a duwhich
maze
a
is
there
At Waltham , Mass.,
n
Hampto
of
gardens
the
in
one
historic
the
of
]Jlicate
Court Palace, neal' London, England . It is a winding and confusin g group of paths, bounded by ·high
hedges; there are 1,000 trees which were planted in
1896. The total length of all the paths is about onethird o:f a mile, and the shortest path to the central
pool is about one-fifth of a mile. It sometim es takes
vistors more than an hour to find thei1· way to the
('enter; sometim es they give it up and call for help
in finding their way out.
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ART{CL.ES ·: :f')F ALL -KINDS
RATTLESNAKE UNDER CHAIR.
Mrs. Guy Hu~e had a narrow· e~c~pe 'trom a
rattlesnake at Dix's Camp near Paradise, Cal. She
discovered the snake under the chair in which she
was sitting.
Mrs. Hume summoned her husband, who killed
the snake. A moh1eht later, Mrs. Hume spied another
d rattler and s,hot at it with a rifle. She missed
pet dog rushed at the snake and was bitten
an
in thea ear.
t t
d h d t
tt.l
· M · H.u · k' 11 d th
e ra ·.e an,. .fa o ampl.1 a e
r. 's me t i e
tl
the do
g ear 0 save 1e amma1 s 11 e.

her ankles. Looking down, the startled woman saw
the polar bear with his mouth wide open as he
was about to yawn. She gave a lotld shriek and fled
down the companionway to the steerage quarters
and then fainted.

u. s.

DRESSES SEALSKIN.S.
For the first time in the history of the Uni'ted
l k'ms,
· h an dl'mg i'ts own seas
th·is count ry is
Sta t es ..
been brought about
a condition that should ·have
·
ago, b ut was not , owm.g large1y t o t ra d. e secret s
10ng
connected with the dressing and dyeing of the furs
·which were possessed exclusively in England, says
.
The Port-land Oregonian.
RAISES ODORLESS SK1JNKS.
_in America
exclusively
m0re
used
Se~~ furs are
Scentless .skunks are being .raised by°W. S. Engleand the
globe,
the
on
country
other
any
m
t.h~!1
has
animals
tlie
·of
pen
A
man of Ramsey, Ind.
attracted .attention at county .fftirs . . Engleman. has Umted S.tates gove~nment ~as done more to p.r event
been engaged in breeding skuhks for several .years, sea~s . fr?n1 becoming e~tmct th3:n all the ~t~~r
and through a series of experiments has succeeded hat10ns put .together. It is due entirely to th;~ ..m1ti ..
in producillg an odorless poiecat. One of his ob~ ative that there is now a growing supply of seals
jects was to raise animals of uniform siz.e and coiors from which to draw.
The total number in the Alaskan herd is· now
black pelts being the· most valuable. He has. sue~
ceeded in breeding_ a kind that shows oniy 'a white es~imated at 300_;000, and it is believ.ed "that 100,0bO
spot on the top of the head. The skunks burrow will be added this summer, after wl:hch, under modinto the ground and will come out for food when- erate .regulation, there will be little danger of ex ..
tinction, such as faced the fur-bearing seals only a
called.
few years ago.

BOY OF THIRTEEN sotVES A PROBLEM.
A thirteeh-year-oid Minneapolis boy has soived
the problem of the ages. He has perfecteti a device
to awaken the maid and cause her to close the
windows when it rains :it night. · The inventor of
the "shower alarms" is· Morton dtant, son of Mr.
'
and Mrs. W. B. Grant.
Wires atfached to a bell ih th~ maid's room are
· cohnected by a piece of dry paper, a nonconductor
.
of electricity.
When rain begins to fall the first drops· fall into
a funnel and wets the paper. The paper then becomes a conductor, closes the electriCal circuit and
1;ings the bell.

NEGRO LABOR SOUGHT.
An exodus of negro laborers from Savannah, Ga.,
to the number of more than 1,000 in one movement
is arousihg .the organized opposition of Savannah's
city officials to the activities of Northern corporations, who have sent agents into the South to lure
lab9rers North with the inducement of higher wages,
says The Manufacturers' Record. More than 2,500
negroes were at the railroad station when the 1,090
laborers Were put on board two special trains des"
tined .:for points along the Pennsylvania Railroad,
in which interest the movement was instigated.
Other railroads in the North, where a shortage
of labor exists on account of the drain the European war has made, are also reported as having
·BRINGS BIG POLAR BEAR.
representatives in the South, and grave alarm is
The Norwegian-America · iiner ifristianigfjord, expressed over the results which are likely to follow
which arrived recehtly from Bergen; brotight over in ;the ·way of a serious shortage of labor in parts
P. very handsome snow-white polar · bear fot the of the South.
The strict enforcement ·of pi'esent laws and otdi- ,,
Brooklyn Zoological gardens. · 'The_ anin'lal, bn ac~
ahd the enactment of still mo1·e sttingent
11.ances
in
kept
was
weather
cold
count 6f his fondness for
· regulatiohs are proposed i11 the places threatened
<t. big steel crate on the after steerage de~~· _
At one side of the ·crate there was a hole through with iabor depletion. It is declared that the invad·
which the big white bear pilt hie head out to eat ing agents have ihspired the l1egroes with a sort
his rations of raw fish and drink buckets of water. of frenzy for work in new fields, in spite of the fact
. The -other mornihg ohe of the womeh passengers that negro laborers from the Far South alm0st in. ip. the steerage was st~;hdi~g in front ~f the h>~ar's variably find that they ai'e tmsuited fot the rigofs
·
cage, when she sudden1y felt a blast of hbt a'ir on ·of winter 'in the North.
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